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Abstract 
Robert William Allen 
The Reciprocating Joule Cycle (RJC) Engine for Micro Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) Applications 
Micro CHP has been identified as a means of reducing the carbon dioxide 
emissions from household energy consumption. Large scale field trials undertaken 
in the UK, with systems internal to a single dwelling and based on Stirling engines, 
were disappointing because of the low thermal efficiencies of such engines. 
Alternative engines/devices with higher thermal efficiencies are currently being 
evaluated in Japan but such systems are external to the dwelling. 
The reciprocating Joule cycle engine is proposed as an engine for a micro CHP 
system because of its potential to be more thermally efficient than a Stirling engine 
and at least as thermally efficient as an internal combustion engine. Such an 
engine has not previously been analysed in detail nor is there any information that 
such an engine has been built and operated, particularly at power output levels 
below 5 kW. 
Mathematical modelling of the RJC engine is used to determine power outputs and 
efficiencies taking into account frictional, thermal and pressure losses. Such 
modelling indicated an engine with a maximum thermal efficiency of 33% making it 
suitable for micro CHP applications. When the individual models are combined to 
model a CHP system, and using the engine exhaust heat to preheat the 
combustion air, an overall maximum system efficiency of 79% was indicated. 
Abstract 
The engine mathematical model was validated through the process of design, 
build, and testing of both a technology demonstration engine and a prototype 
engine. Also undertaken was the development and testing of a combustion 
chamber that achieved stable combustion in a pulsating pressurised air flow. The 
outcome from modelling and testing was a set of design parameters and 
constraints for the design of future engines. 
It was concluded that a high efficiency micro CHP system, using a RJC engine, is 
achievable. However because of RJC engine's comparatively low power to volume 
ratio it is most likely that it could only be considered as a replacement for a single 
dwelling domestic boiler if positioned externally. 
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Part 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Current Status of Micro CHP 
The government target to cut 60% of C02 emissions by 2050 resulted from The 
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution Ref 1. The Commission proposed 
four scenarios for meeting this target one of which involves up to 2.4 million gas 
fired Micro combined heat and power (CHP) units. This premise was based on the 
fact that Micro CHP is a highly fuel-efficient energy technology, which puts to use 
waste heat produced as a by-product of the electricity generation process. CHP 
can increase the overall efficiency of fuel utilisation to more than 75% Gross 
Calorific Value - compared with up to 40% achieved by fossil fuel electricity 
generation plants in operation today, and over 50% from modern Combined Cycle 
Gas Turbines - and has the potential to save substantially on energy bills. 
It has been estimated that 700,000 units would cut the UK's CO2 emissions by 5% 
by reducing the reliance on centrally generated electrical power produced at lower 
overall thermal efficiency. Ref 2 details the potential market for micro CHP in the 
UK. 
The following definitions for micro CHP are accepted by Industry: 
1. General definition 
`A direct replacement for a boiler in a hydronic heating system, which 
simultaneously produces heat and electrical power' 
2. G 83/CEN Technical definition 
- Generator with an output < 16 A /phase - 
3. Domestic CHP functional definition- One unit per home -< 5kWe output. 
An essential component of a micro CHP plant is the engine/device that converts 
heat energy into electrical energy and the range of such engine/devices that have 
been suggested are: 
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1. Stirling engine 
2. Spark ignition gas engine (Otto cycle) 
3. Spark ignition gasoline engine (Otto cycle) 
4. Diesel engine 
5. Gas turbine (Joule Cycle) 
6. Fuel Cell 
7. Organic Rankine cycle 
The Stirling engine is already being used in a micro CHP in domestic dwellings but 
its major drawback is that the amount of electrical power is small compared to its 
thermal input. A quoted output for one micro CHP system employing a Stirling 
engine is 1.0 kWe with 6 kWth (power to heat ratio 1: 6) with a thermal efficiency 
estimated at less than 20%. 
Small spark ignition gas engines and small diesel engines are currently used for 
multiple dwelling applications with gas ignition engines being preferred because 
fuel does not have to be stored on site. These plants are usually situated external 
to the multiple dwelling or in basement plant rooms. Some field trials are in 
progress in Japan using a single 160 cc single cylinder Honda gas engine 
(Ecowill) with an electrical output of 1 kW and again this is situated external to the 
building. Such engines would achieve a power to heat ratio of 1: 3 
Small gas turbines have been used but they suffer from low thermal efficiencies 
and there have not been any installations much below electrical powers outputs of 
30kW. Such plants when used are situated outside buildings because of the size 
required for intakes and exhausts. As such they are discounted for Micro CHP. 
Fuel Cell micro CHPs (Lifuel) are being field tested in Japan. Hydrogen for the fuel 
cell is generated from natural gas in a reformer to produce an electrical output of 
2 
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1 kW and a claimed full load efficiency thermal efficiency of 35% (approximate 
power to heat ratio of 1: 3). The efficiency of the reformation of gas to hydrogen is 
not known but could result in the release of unused gas (methane) in addition to 
C02 which will negate any savings in overall greenhouse gas emissions. 
A comparison on a range of attributes for each type of devices/engines is made at 
Table 1.1 The basic requirement for any micro CHP plant is to reduce green 
house gas emissions by the efficient conversion of fuel into electrical power . It is 
assumed that waste heat can be effectively recovered from all engines/devices. 
An addition to the prime movers listed in table 1.1 the Reciprocating Joule Cycle 
Engine (RJC) is to be added. This engine is described more fully in Part 2. 
3 
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Stirling Engine Gas Diesel Gas Fuel Cell 
Engine Engine Turbine 
Fuel Type Gas Gas Diesel I Gas / Gas 
Veg Oil Diesel 
Kerosine 
Available Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Output We 1.8 >1 >5 >20 1 
Output kWth 8 >3 >5 >20 >3 
Size Med Low Low Med Low 
(vol. 
occupied) 
Th. efficiency <20 >25 >30 <20 35 max 
Elec. power 
Output 
Noise Low Med High/Med Med Low 
Cost Med Low Low High High 
Safety High Med High Med Med 
Potential Med/High High High Med Not known 
Durability / 
life 
Replacement Yes External External to No External to 
for Internal to dwelling Dwelling 
domestic Dwelling 
boiler single 
dwelling 
Limited by low Has Has Low Has 
Overall electrical potential. potential. efficiency Potential. 
Suitability power output. More Installation No small Greenhouse 
Improvements suitable likely to be engines gas 
unlikely for external to Not contribution 
multiple main suitable from 
dwellings dwelling reformation 
not known 
Table 1.1 Comparison of Proposed Micro CHP Devices/Engines 
The Carbon Trust has undertaken a detail study of micro CHP performance 
including field trials, the vast majority being of the Stirling engine type. At Ref 3 
they identified the theoretical relationship between the power to heat ratio, the 
overall plant efficiency and the percentage carbon savings and this is reproduced 
at Fig 1.1 
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Fig 1.1 Theoretical Carbon Savings for Different Power to Heat Ratios 
The theoretical mapping however does not take account of the variations in heat 
and power demand of a dwelling. Fig 1.2 from Ref 2 shows the average daily 
demand for heat and power over the winter months 
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Fig 1.2 Average Demand and Generation Profiles - Winter Months 
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This daily variation has a significant impact on plant performance and thus 
reduction on C02 emissions. The findings from the carbon trust field trials was that 
for micro CHP only a third of those installed resulted in carbon savings with one 
third neutral and one third increasing carbon emissions. The findings are shown at 
Fig 1.3 with comparisons with Small CHPs (electricity 25% of output) and Large 
CHPs (electricity 50% of output). The micro CHP average was 7.5 % of output. 
Grid 
Emissions 
35 
. 00 
Electricity 
30 --- 50% of Output 000F - (Large CHP) 
25 
4,20 
Electricity 
U' 15 25% of c Output 
10 (Small CHP) 
5- Electricity 
o __ 
7.5% of 
Output 
-5 (Micro CHP) 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 
Carbon Intensity of Grid electricity KgClkWh 
Fig 1.3 Comparison of Carbon Saved Performance of CHP systems 
Source Carbon Trust Ref 3. Assumes 90% overall efficiency and grid intensity of 
0.117 kgC/kWh) 
The Carbon Trust further identified that for the micro CHP systems tested (Stirling 
Engines) they were only practical in larger and older houses where the heat 
demand was higher. 
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1.2 Requirements for Micro CHP 
From table 1.1 and the findings from Ref 3 the ideal requirements for a micro CHP 
system are identified as: 
Thermal efficiency of prime mover 
Greater than a Stirling engine and ideally >25% (the same as a small CHP 
system) 
CHP System Efficiency: 
Greater than 75% 
Power to Heat Ratio: 
Ideally a ratio of 1: 2 at maximum output with electrical output as high as 
possible 
Low Noise and vibration 
To be similar to a conventional domestic boiler installed within a house. 
Size and weight 
Similar footprint to a conventional floor mounted domestic boiler. Weight will 
be greater but not to be more than x2 that of a domestic boiler 
Capital cost 
Will be higher than a conventional boiler by up to x2 
Service cost intervals 
To be similar to servicing intervals on conventional domestic boilers. Costs 
may be higher due to the servicing of the prime mover. 
7 
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Running hours: 
Will need to operate for 12 months with an estimated average of 5 hours 
/day on an annual basis. (< 2000 hrs /year) Winter months will require 
more running hours and summer months 
1.3 Aims of Research 
The aims of the research were to identify the potential performance characteristics 
and design constraints of a RJC engine and a CHP system incorporating such an 
engine by: 
1. 
a. Detailed modeling of the RJC engine and a typical CHP system. 
b. Building and testing RJC engines to evaluate both overall and component 
performance. 
2. Proposing design requirements for future prototype RJC engines. 
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2.1 The RJC Engine 
This type of engine employs the Joule (or Brayton) thermodynamic cycle, the 
same as a gas turbine. Its performance is determined by the characteristics 
of a positive displacement compressor and expander as opposed to 
rotodynamic. A positive displacement compressor is connected mechanically 
to a reciprocating expander, with energy added to the compressor air delivery 
in an external continuous combustion process, the whole to produce net 
power. Fig 2.1 illustrates the basic components of an RJC engine where both 
the expander and the compressor are of the conventional reciprocating 
piston type. 
Air 1> 
Fuel 
9: ý> I Combustor 
Fig 2.1 Basic Schematic of an RJC Engine 
Exhaust 
gas 
Power output 
Although the concept of the RJC engine has been well understood for some 
time its development into a small practical prime mover has not been 
undertaken. One possible reason is that, like gas turbines, the response to 
power demands of the Joule cycle is inferior to that of internal combustion 
engine cycles and is therefore unsuitable for conventional automotive 
applications. The history of the RJC and proposals for engines are detailed 
9 
Compressor Expander 
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at Refs 5 and 6. Although the principle of the engine has been published 
there is no record in the public domain of an actual engine that has been built 
and operated. 
2.2 Thermodynamic Modelling 
Previous research into the RJC engine at the University of Plymouth (UOP) 
using basic thermodynamic modelling had indicated that the RJC engine had 
the potential to be as thermally efficient as an internal combustion engine. 
The formulation of the basic thermodynamic model, and using air standard 
formulae, a first order assessment was made of performance Ref 7. The 
degree of refinement in the model allows for changes in gas properties, 
owing to combustion, leakages, pressure losses throughout the system, 
clearance volumes, and mechanical losses however they are only applied as 
percentages and not based on detailed analyses. The model does not allow 
for heat losses and the processes of compression and expansion are both 
assumed reversible and adiabatic. The manner in which the pressure drops 
and clearance volumes are incorporated into the model is illustrated by the 
respective pressure / volume charts Fig. 2.2 and defined in Chart 2.1 
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C3 C2 discharge losses 
Pw 1_ j 
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Compressor 
Pa 
C4 Cl 
vcc I- vcs 
E inlet losses 
Pw 
E2 
Expander 
E31 I 
+ discharge 
Pa E5 E4 
losses 
Vec VES 
Fig 2.2 PV Diagrams for an RJC Engine 
Pa Atmospheric pressure 
VcC Compressor clearance volume 
VcS Compressor swept volume 
VeC Expander clearance volume 
VeS Compressor swept volume 
Compressor The compressor will compress 
discharge losses air at a higher pressure than the 
system pressure resulting in 
additional work than the ideal 
Compressor The compressor suction will 
suction losses below atmospheric pressure 
resulting in additional work than 
the ideal. 
Expander inlet A pressure drop across the 
losses expander inlet will result in lost 
expander work 
Expander The expander will exhaust at 
discharge losses above atmospheric pressure 
that will result in lost work. 
Table 2.1 Definitions of Terms used in Fig 2.2 
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The controlling design factors of the engine established from the basic model 
are listed in Table 2.3 
Operating pressure ratio rp 
Maximum temperature controlled by air fuel ratio. T max 
Compressor to expander swept volume ratio VES / VCs 
Clearance volumes Vcc and Vec 
Mechanical efficiencies ni 
Pressure losses and Gas leakages. Ap See Fig 1.2 
Table 2.2 Controlling Design Factors. 
Combinations of the design factors in the basic model have been undertaken 
using spreadsheets an example copy of which is reproduced at Annex 2 
The two most important design factors that influence the overall thermal 
efficiency and net specific work output are the pressure ratio and swept 
volume ratio. Using the values from Ref. 7 for losses, clearances, valve 
timings and setting a maximum temperature of 1300 Ka theoretical 
performance map is produced. This is shown Fig. 2.3 
Thera 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
o. 
0 
2.2 
Swept volume ratio 
Fig 2.3 Performance Mapping of the RJC Engine 
20 
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This performance map shows that high thermal efficiencies are theoretically 
possible with operating pressure ratios above 5 and swept volume ratios of 
around 2.5: 1. This performance is based on the use of a recuperator that 
uses exhaust energy to pre-heat the combustion air (regeneration). 
The basic model also shows that net work output is sensitive to frictional 
losses in the system (mechanical efficiency). Pressure losses also have a 
significant impact on the thermal efficiency. The greatest impact on net work 
output comes from the mechanical losses primarily in the form of friction 
between the lubricated surfaces. This is shown Fig 2.4 with the values 
determined via the thermodynamic model. The reason why friction has such 
a major impact is that with relatively lower pressures in the expanders, 
compared to internal combustion engines, high friction can represent a 
significant percentage of the expander work. 
Pressure drops and leakage losses have a lesser effect on the thermal 
efficiencies and are described in more detail Ref 7. 
0.7 
0.6 
w 0.5 
0.4 
d 
0.3 
E 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Mech efficiency (friction) 
Fig. 2.4 Efficiencies of a RJC Engine 
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By varying the values of the design factors in Table 2.2 optimum values can 
be identified that result in high thermal efficiencies. The outcome from basic 
thermodynamic modelling is that the RJC engine has the potential to be as 
thermally efficient as the Otto or Diesel cycle engines and more thermally 
efficient than the Stirling cycle engine Ref 7. 
2.3 Application of the RJC Engine 
The RJC engine lends itself best to steady operation with its output specified 
by its speed and power. It is also best suited to small power outputs (<30 
kW) where it is theoretically as thermally efficient internal combustion 
engines. The RJC engine employed in a micro-CHP system has the potential 
to convert energy at over 80 % split between electrical power and usable 
heat, thereby reducing reliance on less thermally efficient centrally generated 
electricity which in turn will reduce overall CO2 emissions. A conservative 
estimate of CO2 emissions based on the electrical generation from a RJC 
micro-CHP system, utilising natural gas, is - 0.24 kgCO2/kWh, which is a 
major reduction when compared with the emission of 0.43 kgCO2/kWh from 
the electricity public supply network. Additionally, the external combustion 
process of the RJC engine has the potential to efficiently burn a wide range 
of gaseous and liquid fuels with low emissions of nitrous oxides and other 
exhaust contamination 
The RJC engine has an application as the prime mover in micro CHP plant 
with sizes at the single dwelling/domestic level providing that the theoretical 
efficiencies can be realised. 
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2.4. Existing Patent Applications 
For the RJC engine two patents were already registered (GB 2308864 and 
EP 0810356) and as such if a new engine patent was to be sought it would 
need to demonstrate that significant differences / improvements had been 
made over these existing patents. It is also noted that these two patents 
outlined at Figs 2.5 and 2.6 have both been deemed to have been withdrawn 
in 2000. From the experience gained from detailed modelling (Part 3) and 
engine testing (Part 4) and applying this to these two patents it is likely that 
neither would work satisfactorily 
In patent GB 2308864, Fig 2.5, the system pressure is low at 1 bar and the 
temperature of the inlet gas is only 300 deg C. Modelling showed that zero 
thermal efficiency (self sustaining condition) was only achieved at 527 deg C 
and that at a system pressure of only 1 bar the frictional forces would result 
in mechanical efficiencies of less than 50%. 
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6 
For patent EP0810356 (ABB Combustion Systems), Fig 2.6, whilst the 
system pressure is above 5 bar and inlet gas temperature is >8000 the use 
of an inlet side valve results in a potentially large clearance volume and thus 
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a reduction in specific work output. Additionally valve sizes and cylinder 
dimensions i. e. bore to stroke ratios were not defined. 
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In both patents there was little detail was given on the combustor and the 
compressor both of which have been determined to be critical for a RJC 
engine to produce net power. The conclusion drawn is that a RJC engine 
designed based on the findings in this work can be patented as it would 
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incorporate novel and unique aspects and be a demonstrable improvement 
on previous patent applications. 
2.5 Published Papers 
One of the conditions for patent application is that the information has not 
previously been published or made known to others. Although a general 
paper on the general modelling and the findings from Part 4 (Annex 2) has 
been published Ref. 8 no further papers has been written until the intellectual 
property rights have been resolved. 
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Performance Modelling of the RJC Engine and CHP Systems 
3.1 Modelling 
The objective of detailed modelling is to simulate an actual process and to allow 
variations in the parameters that will enable predictions of performance e. g. 
thermal efficiency and specific work output. The optimised parameters such as 
valve diameters and valve lift can then be taken forward into detail physical 
designs 
Modelling is undertaken in three stages these being 
1. Basic engine modelling to determine likely performance 
2. More detailed modelling to determine specific losses and thus refine the 
basic engine model 
3. Applying the detailed engine model to determine CHP system performance 
3.2 Basic RJC Engine Modelling 
Modelling was conducted on an apposed piston engine detailed at Part 4.4, with 
one piston as an expander and one piston as a compressor and using air standard 
equation Ref 9. The operating conditions initially chosen were for a system 
pressure of 7.5 bar g and a maximum gas inlet temperature of 850 C. The 
pressure of 7.5 bar g represents that which can be reasonably achieved in a single 
stage compressor whilst the gas inlet temperature of 850 C represents a safe 
maximum for the expander piston. 
The expander model considers the ideal PV diagram Fig 3.1 to determine the ideal 
work per cycle 
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Fig. 3.1 Ideal PV Diagram for a RJC Engine. 
The compressor performance was modelled on a performance evaluation carried 
out on a single cylinder compressor detailed at Part 4.8 The compressor 
performance evaluation compared the actual PV diagrams against an ideal PV 
diagrams which realised a 15% difference. This means that for the calculation for 
ideal work required by the compressor a correction has to be made to obtain the 
actual work required. Mechanical efficiencies of 0.9 were assumed for both the 
expander and compressor. The values used in the modelling are detailed at Table 
3.1 and the spreadsheet for the model is at Annex 3 
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Expan er Compres sor 
Bore mm 82 PV efficiency 0.85 
Stroke mm 61.5 Mechanical 0.9 
efficiency 
Swept Vol. ccs 325 Mass flow rate Matched to 
Kg/sec expander 
requirement 
Clearance vol. ccs Variable 1-16% Discharge 50 
of swept volume temperature deg C 
Inlet opening, Variable 50-100 Polytropic index of 1.2 
degrees compression. See 
Mechanical 0.9 
efficiency 
RPM 1500 
System pressure Variable 
Bar 2-9 
Hot gas inlet 850 
temperature deg 
C 
Polytropic index of 1.37 
Polytropic index 1.2 
for recompression 
Expansion 5% of work 
pressure loss 
Recompression 5%of work 
pressure loss 
Table 3.1 Values Used in Basic RJC Modelling 
Gas inlet opening and closing i. e. inlet valve opening/closing as well as exhaust 
valve opening/closing are assumed to be instantaneous. This is obviously not the 
case so to compensate a first estimate of pressure losses with fixed values of 5% 
are given for expansion and recompression. Detail pressure loss modelling is 
undertaken Part 3.8 
3.3 Findings from the Basic model. 
3.3.1 Effect of Clearance Volumes on Work Output 
Clearance volumes have a significant effect on the available power produced by 
the expander. For the conditions of 7.5 bar g system pressure, gas inlet 
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temperature of 850 C and a gas inlet valve opening of 70 degrees of the stroke the 
results is shown in Fig 3.2 
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80 
0 
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d m 
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m 
20 
0 
CV =100 ccs 
05 10 15 20 25 30 35 
% Clearance Voll Swept Vol. 
Fig. 3.2 Effect of Clearance Volume % on Achievable Work Output 
The higher the clearance volume the greater the amount of recompression work 
required and thus reduced work output. Some clearance volume is required to 
accommodate downward movement of valves but ideally should be no more than 
3% 
3.3.2 Effect of System Pressure 
With a fixed clearance volume of 3%, an inlet gas temperature of 850 C and inlet 
valve opening of 70 degrees the system pressure was varied from 2 to 9 bar g. 
The results are shown in Fig 3.3 where there is an increasing net power output 
with system pressure 
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Fig 3.3 Net Output J/cycle vs. System Pressure bar g 
However the compressor model does not take into effect that in single stage 
compression to high pressures there is an increase in compressed gas 
temperature and thus a reduced mass flow. In reality single stage compression is 
often limited to no more than 8 bar g. For further modelling a maximum system 
pressure of 7.5 g is used. 
3.3.3 Effect of Inlet Valve Opening 
The basic model uses a valve that has instantaneous opening and closing. Where 
such a profile is used then the maximum thermal efficiency of 24% occurs at 60 
degrees, Fig 3.4. If regeneration is employed i. e. hot engine exhaust gas is used 
to preheat the air prior to combustion then there is an improvement in thermal 
efficiency. For preheated combustion at 300 C the thermal efficiency increases to 
33%. A valve opening greater than 60 degrees results in lower thermal efficiencies 
because the mass flow is greater and thus more energy is required to heat the 
compressed air to 850 C 
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Fig 3.4 Thermal Efficiency Vs Inlet Valve Opening 
This is further demonstrated in Fig 3.5 where the RJC engine work and 
compressor work and the difference (net work) plotted against inlet valve opening. 
In practice the inlet valve will open to its maximum lift over a period, remain at its 
maximum lift for a further period and then close over another period. This implies 
that in practice the opening angle will be greater than 60 degrees to allow the flow 
through of hot gas to be equivalent. This is investigated in the detailed modelling 
of pressure losses in Part 3.8. and is termed apparent valve opening. 
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Figure 3.5 RJC Engine, Compressor and Net Work vs. Inlet Valve Opening 
3.4 Conclusions from Basic Modelling of RJC Engine 
" Thermal efficiencies of up to 33% are achievable with regeneration to 300 C 
Without regeneration maximum thermal efficiency is 24%. 
" Improving the mechanical efficiency of both the expander and compressor 
from 0.9 to 0.95 improves the thermal efficiency by 2.2% 
" Maximum thermal efficiency occurs at an inlet valve opening around 60 
degrees. This is for an instantaneous opening and closing inlet valve. 
" Net output at the condition of maximum thermal efficiency is 1200 W. The 
power output of 3 kW identified at Part 2 will require an engine with a 
displacement of around 1000 ccs. The detail modelling will investigate the 
performance of engines of this displacement. 
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3.5 Detailed Modelling 
Detail modelling replaces the estimated values for friction, indices for expansion 
and compression and pressure losses (used in basic modelling) with more 
accurate values. When these values are applied a better indication of efficiencies 
and performance for both the RJC engine and micro CHP system can be derived. 
The basic expression that connects all of the losses to the RJC engine output is 
defined as 
Actual work = Indicated work - (Friction losses+Thermal losses+Pressure losses) 
Where indicated work is that measured from a PV diagram 
The three loss terms are defined as: 
3.5.1 Friction Loss 
The frictional losses in any engine is the work required to overcome friction in 
bearings, ring and liner interface, cam box mechanisms and oil pump drive etc. 
The total of all this frictional work is the difference between measured indicated 
work and measured brake work and can be expressed as energy loss per cycle, 
frictional power loss or frictional mean effective pressure (FMEP) 
3.5.2 Thermal Loss 
The hot gas admitted to the engine will reduce in temperature during the 
expansion process. This process is not adiabatic but polytropic and as such heat 
is released by the gas by convection and radiation to the cylinder walls, piston 
crown and cylinder head. The heat released is the process of thermal loss and it is 
by determination of this loss that the temperature at the end of expansion, and 
thus pressure, which will determine the indicated work done and final gas 
temperature. 
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3.5.3 Pressure Loss 
Pressure losses reduce the amount of work available from expansion and increase 
the amount of work in recompression. Pressure loss modelling, validated by 
measurements of a PV diagram of an experimental engine, allow variations to be 
made in valve size, valve lift, stroke to bore ratios and 'cam profiles/timing' to 
minimise these losses. 
3.6 Friction Modelling 
The friction in a reciprocating engine is the sum of the frictional energy losses 
generated from the following: 
1. Ring pack and liner interface 
2. Crank and cam shaft drive bearings 
3. Crankcase oil seals 
4. Crankcase pressurisation from blow-by gasses 
5. Cam-box drive 
6. Cam-box mechanisms 
7. Inlet and exhaust valve stem friction in valve guides 
8. Output drive couplings. 
9. Oil pump 
10. Water pump (if fitted) 
For a given engine RPM the frictional work being the difference between indicated 
and brake work remains sensibly constant but at higher pressures represents a 
reducing percentage of indicated power. This is in line with the test data at Part 4 
in that the maximum mechanical efficiency attained was at 7.5 bar air supply 
pressure. 
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Ring pack friction can account from between 40% - 80% of the total engine friction 
Refs 10 and 11 
3.6.1 Friction Reduction Methods 
Noting that up to 80% of friction is generated between the rings and the cylinder 
over a cycle then if this can be reduced it would significantly improve the overall 
mechanical friction. Ref 12 also investigated the effect of using a single piston ring 
and found that even though peak frictional forces increase the overall effect was to 
reduce the frictional force by up to 50%. This is illustrated in Fig 3.6 which shows 
an idealised characteristic. 
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Fig 3.6 Frictional Force Over One Cycle 
Ref. 13 however does go some way to explain ring pack friction and how it varies 
over the stroke. It describes tests on a single cylinder four stroke diesel test engine 
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that had a floating cylinder where piston ring frictional forces could be measured 
from the forces induced on the cylinder. A typical plot of friction force over a single 
cycle is reproduced at Fig 3.8 which shows high frictional peaks at TDC and BDC. 
This can be further explained by examination of a typical Stribeck curve Fig 3.7 
that relates the coefficient of friction to the instantaneous velocity of the piston 
during a cycle. The x axis for the Stribeck curve has the value of: 
Dynamic Viscosity (p) x Sliding Speed (V) / Pressure Between Sliding 
Surfaces (P) 
Hence if the supply pressure increases the Stribeck plot is moved to the left. This 
would result in higher peak pressures at TDC but lower pressures at mid stroke. 
Ref. 13 also showed that overall frictional force reduced as pressure was 
increased. 
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Fig 3.8 Coefficient of Friction Over One Cycle 
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3.6.2 Existing Friction Models 
More recent work on ring pack /piston/cylinder friction reduction has been reported 
at Ref. 14. This work investigated oil control ring and piston ring design, cylinder 
honing patterns, piston skirt profiles and the influence of lubricant viscosity. The 
work comprised of tests on a6 cylinder Waukesha gas engine, having a BMEP of 
14 Bar, and theoretical modelling. By the optimisation of each of all the aspects of 
piston friction a 50% reduction was anticipated. 
The overall conclusion from these two references is that a 50 % reduction in piston 
friction is achievable. Additionally if an engine was designed with antifriction 
bearings then there would be further reductions in frictional work 
Almost all friction modelling that has been reported is based on experimental data. 
There is no universal relationship that covers all engines and the empirical data 
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reported in each case relates to specific engine types and sizes. Typical of the 
relationships reported are: 
For large four stroke automotive engines Winterbourne Ref 15 gives the 
expression: 
FMEP (bar) = 0.137 + Pmax/200 + 0.162. mps 
where mps is the mean piston speed in m/s and Pmax is in bar g 
And for similar engines Chen and Flynn Ref 16 gives the expression 
FMEP (bar) = 0.061 + Pmax/60 +0.294. N/1000 
where N is the engine speed in revs /min and P max is in bar g 
Blair Ref 17 derived two separate relationships one for a small four stroke 
automotive engines: 
FMEP =25000+125LstN 
And one for high speed two stroke engines with rolling element bearings 
FMEP (bar) =150. Lst .N 
where Lst is the length of stroke and N is the engine speed in revs/minute. 
When the above models are applied to an inlet pressure of 7.5 bar g, there is 
considerable variation in FMEP Table 4.1. 
Model 1500 RPM 3000 RPM 
Winterbourne 0.627 1.163 
Chen and Flynn 0.6725 1.068 
Blair Auto 0.365 0.481 
Blair 0.137 0.274 
Table 3.2 Model Values of FMEP (bar) 
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3.6.3 Modelling the RJC Engine 
The wide variation in Table 3.2 means that existing models cannot be used with 
confidence for a RJC engine and as such a different approach has to be taken. 
The primary reasons for deriving a friction model for an RJC engine are to: 
" Generate a value of ring pack friction that can be used in thermal modelling. 
" Generate a value of FMEP for any RJC engine such that the net work 
output and mechanical efficiency can be determined from a model of the 
IMEP (which takes into effect pressure losses). 
The heat generated from the ring pack friction, within the cylinder, will add to 
the heat transfer from the cylinder and from published data on motoring trials of 
various engines this can vary from 40% to 80% of the total FMEP. At Ref 14 
piston ring pack FMEP was measured accurately, using a six cylinder gas 
engine running at 1800 RPM with each cylinder having a displacement of 3 
litres. Values measured ranged from 13 to 19 kPa dependent upon the 
viscosity of the oil used and for a SAE 40 grade the value was 17 kPa. Ref 14 
also states that ring pack friction contributed 40% of the total engine friction. 
Comparison of this single value with other friction models Fig 3.9 shows that it 
lies on the same characteristic as the Blair two stroke correlation. It is then 
assumed that the ring pack friction characteristic increases with increasing 
RPM and follows the Blair correlation. It is this characteristic that is then used 
for piston ring friction in thermal modelling for the RJC engine. 
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Fig 3.9 Comparison of Engine Friction Models 
Overall engine friction is dependent upon engine design and several assumptions 
have to be made to determine an overall FMEP. These assumptions are 
" The engine IMEP is 3.865 bar g (taken from Fig 4.26a) 
" Ring pack friction is 40% of total engine friction 
" The Blair correlation is used for ring pack friction 
Applying these assumptions to a ring pack FMEP at 1500 RPM (0.137 bar, Table 
3.2) results in a total FMEP of 0.3425 bar. Hence the mechanical efficiency at this 
speed and inlet conditions would be 91% 
3.6.4 Friction Model 
Using the expression for ring pack FMEP (bar) = 150. Lst. N Ref15 based on the 
single value reported at Ref 14 gives a reasonable first estimate. The ring pack 
friction derived in this manner is then used in thermal modelling. Determining the 
overall FMEP relies on the assumption of percentage contribution from ring pack 
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FMEP. Fig 3.10 shows the variation in mechanical efficiency for a range of IMEPs 
and the percentage contribution to overall FMEP from the ring pack FMEP 
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Fig 3.10 Variation in Mechanical Efficiency Against IMEP for a Percentage Range 
of Ring Pack FMEP Contribution to Total FMEP. 
Fig 3.10 shows that the mechanical efficiency is likely to be within the range of 
89% to 95%. A conservative value of 90% is carried forward into subsequent 
engine and Micro CHP modelling. 
3.7Thermal Loss Modelling 
Hot gas contained in a cylinder will lose heat to the surroundings the amount 
dependent upon the temperature of the gas, the thermal resistance of the cylinder 
walls and time. In a reciprocating engine, assuming isentropic expansion, the 
temperature at the end of expansion will be lower than the initial temperature. In 
an actual engine the expansion is not isentropic but is better represented by a 
polytropic process and this process takes into account the heat loss to the 
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surroundings. The objective of modelling this process is to determine a 
relationship that relates an engine's physical and operating parameters i. e., stroke, 
bore, RPM, to gas inlet conditions (i. e. temperature and pressure) such that the 
expansion work and final gas conditions can be determined. 
Additionally the sliding of the piston rings against the cylinder liner will generate 
frictional and a proportion of this heat energy will add to the heat energy of the 
gas. 
For a gas flowing through a cylinder with heat transfer through the cylinder walls a 
general expression that relates the Nusselt number to the Reynolds number and 
Prandtl number can be used. 
Nu = C'. Re". Pr" (4.1) 
For gas temperatures ranging between 400 and 900 C the Prandtl number 
remains sensibly constant hence the above expression can be written as: 
Nu = C. Re" 
Where 
Nu=h- 
(4.2) 
And where: h is the overall surface heat transfer coefficient in W/ m2 K 
b is a significant dimension, normally taken as the bore of the 
cylinder, in m. 
k is the thermal conductivity of the gas in W/m K 
and where Re the Reynolds number is a non dimensional function of the mass 
flow of the gas, a significant dimension and the dynamic viscosity of the hot gas. 
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3.7.1 Existing Models 
Several heat transfer correlations for in cylinder heat transfer have been published 
the most comprehensive being that by Taylor Ref 19 and Annand Ref 21 
Taylor derived the expression: 
Nu = 10.4. Re 0.75 (4.3) 
using test data from a range of engines varying in size from large marine two 
stroke diesel engines to small high speed automotive petrol engines. 
In this relationship he defined the Reynolds number as: 
Re-n .d 
A_p 
Where; 
m= mass flow in kg /sec 
d= piston diameter in m 
A= piston area in m2 
p= dynamic viscosity in kg/s. m (at mean gas temperature) 
For the Nusselt number Taylor derived the measure of h from: 
Q=h. A. (Tg-Tc) 
Where: 
Q is the heat transferred from the hot gas 
Tg is the mean gas temperature K 
Tc is the coolant temperature in K 
A is the cylinder wall area 
(4.4) 
Taylor derived his correlation by measurements of Q from the mass flow rate and 
temperature rise in the coolant plus' an estimate for the heat generated by 
mechanical friction. 
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An alternative correlation derived by Annand Ref 21 was for small two stroke air 
cooled engines which related the Nusselt number to the Reynolds number by the 
relationship 
Nu = 0.26. Re 0.7 
In this relationship he defined Reynolds number as 
Re= p. v. 
d 
p 
Where 
p= mean density of the hot gas in kg/m3 
v= mean piston speed in m/s 
d= piston diameter in m 
p= dynamic viscosity in kg/s. m (at mean gas temperature) 
The value of h is derived from: 
Q= XhA (Tw Tc) 
Where A. Tw is the sum of: 
area of cylinder x cylinder wall temperature 
area of cylinder head x cylinder head temperature 
area of piston crown x piston crown temperature. 
And Tc is the temperature of the surrounding air. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
These two models, both based on experimental data, vary in that for a typical RJC 
engine of bore 100mm and stroke 120 mm with inlet gas conditions of 7.5 bar g at 
850 C and running at 1500 RPM the Reynolds number from the Taylor model is 
4340 and for the Annand model is 29200 with Nusselt numbers of 5614 and 347 
respectively. 
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3.7.3 Modelling the RJC Engine 
These two correlations require that a value of Q to be derived or measured. For 
the RJC engine, which has a smaller air mass flow than IC engines of similar 
displacement, it is necessary to derive an expression for the expansion heat loss 
and frictional heat generated. If it is assumed that during hot gas admission no 
heat transfer takes place then using standard air formulas the expression for the 
heat loss during a polytropic expansion is: 
mn-1ýTi-Tv) =Q loss 
Where 
y+=CpIGv is the adiabatic index at the mean gas temperature 
n= index of polytropic expansion 
tit = mass flow rate 
T1= the initial gas temperature deg K 
T2= the final gas temperature deg K 
And where T2 = TV (V1 N2)""1 
With VI the volume at the start of expansion 
And V2 the volume at the end of expansion 
Ref. 11 and Ref 17 state that heat transfer to the coolant during the exhaust stroke 
of an engine is approximately equal to the heat transfer during the expansion 
stroke. In addition a value for frictional heat, Qf, (derived from friction modelling) 
has to be added such that for the expansion stroke 
ICýj -m 
(Tý 
1)) )TI 
(T2-T'[ +G2fp2 (4.7) 
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and that for a full cycle, assuming notheat loss during hot gas admission, and that 
the heat transfer during the exhaust stroke is equal to the heat transfer during the 
expansion stroke then: 
h . A(Tw Tc)=2 rim l( (i) 
(T2-T1 )+Q1 (4.8) n-i)) y- 
gives a relationship between the overall heat transfer coefficient h and the 
polytropic index of expansion. 
To determine this relationship then an estimate has to be made for values of Tw 
for cylinder wall, cylinder head, and piston crown for a given gas inlet temperature. 
(in actual engine testing it would be possible to measure these values). 
The assumptions made for surface temperatures were: 
1. Cylinder wall 230C - this is a sensible upper limit for a lubricant in the 
boundary close to the surface. Although cooling could be used in an actual 
engine to reduce the cylinder side surface temperature this was not applied 
in the modelling conducted. 
2. Piston crown 350 C- piston undercrowns, and cooled by the lubricant, 
rarely exceed values of 250C hence a temperature difference across the 
crown of 100 C is not unreasonable 
3. Cylinder head 50 C below the mean gas temperature. The heat transfer 
across a cylinder head is limited by the greater thickness of the cylinder 
head (needed to accommodate valves and valve guides). 
4. The coolant temperature is taken as 15 C for air cooled engines. 
The above values are based on the author's past experience with IC engines 
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There are two methods to solve equation 4.8. The first is to assume a value of the 
index of polytropic expansion (n). For a simple joule cycle engine Ref 22 the 
polytropic efficiency is given as: 
(Y-1) 
Folytrop[c ht ciency = (4.9) 
n 
and for small Joule cycle engines a value of 90% is typical. 
Hence for a given gas inlet temperature the value of y is known and using the 
expression for polytropic efficiency at a value of 90% the value of n can be 
determined and thus h. 
The second method is to use the Annand model and for a given set of engine 
parameters and conditions derive a value for h and thus solve for n. Ref 22 states 
that polytropic efficencies for Joule cycle engines are no higher than 93% nor 
much lower than 85%. 
Two thermal models were generated one based on using the piston area only 
(Taylor) and a mean gas temperature and one based on the full area (Annand) of 
the cylinder (head, cylinder wall and piston crown areas) with assumptions made 
for the mean surface temperatures of each of the three areas. In both models the 
Reynolds number was based on the Annand correlation as this model 
incorporated the mean piston speed (piston stroke), mean gas density (mean gas 
temperature) and that the correlation was derived from testing small two stroke 
engines, these being more in common with a RJC engine. 
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3.7.3 Thermal Model Evaluation 
To assess both thermal models six conditions were used with engines having the 
dimensions given at Table 3.3 all with a hot gas supply at 7.5 bar g. 
Engine Bore mm Stroke mm Inlet Gas C RPM 
I (BMW) 82 61.5 600 1500 
2 (BMW) 82 61.5 600 3000 
3 (BMW) 82 61.5 850 1500 
4 (BMW) 82 61.5 850 3000 
5 100 100 850 1500 
6 110 110 600 3000 
Table 3.3 Engine Dimensions and Parameters Used in Modelling 
Engines 5 and 6 are representative of those likely to be employed for a typical 
micro CHP whilst conditions 1-4 represent the experimental BMW engine reported 
at Part 4 
The mean gas temperature is found by averaging the cylinder gas temperature 
over the full expansion stroke based on a theoretical expansion model and using 
the polytropic index of expansion n (90% polytropic efficiency) with the value of y 
being taken at the inlet gas temperature. 
The theoretical model had an instantaneous inlet valve closure closing) such that 
the volume of gas at inlet valve closure was 27.7 % of the swept volume. This was 
based on equal work from the admission and the expansion of the gas over the 
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expansion stroke and was derived from simple work modelling of an ideal engine 
and proved during cold operation of the BMW test engine. 
Using the above assumptions and solving equation (4.8) for a range of n values 
(derived over a range of polytropic efficiencies) give values of h (the overall heat 
transfer coefficient) and thus a relationship between Re and Nu. Fig 3.11 shows 
the relationship between Re and Nu for a polytropic value of 87%. The 
spreadsheets from which the values in Fig 3.12 were derived are at Annex 3. 
1000 
10 
10000 Re 100000 
- " Nbdel 
Fig. 3.11 Relationship Between Re and Nu for RJC engines 
The limitations of the models shown in Fig 3.11 are: 
" Assumes surface temperatures for cylinder wall, piston crown and cylinder 
head. These are maximum values and Ref 11 reports a measured cylinder 
wall temperature of 220 C as against an assumed temperature of 230C 
" Uses an ideal cycle with pressure losses not taken into account. 
9 All piston ring frictional heat is added to the gas. 
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" The Annand model was derived from small IC two stroke engines running at 
higher RPMs than the RJC engine 
Notwithstanding the limitations the thermal model of the RJC engine shows that it 
correlates with the Annand model with the greatest divergence at low Re numbers. 
Until physical measurements can be taken from an actual RJC engine the Annand 
model be used in the determination of the overall heat transfer coefficient. 
3.8 Pressure Loss Modelling 
Pressure losses that occur across the inlet and exhaust valves reduce the 
indicated work. To determine the pressure losses the valves can be viewed as 
either variable nozzles or variable orifices. Because conditions in the cylinder 
(pressure and volume) vary over the cycle then an iterative approach has to be 
employed. For the admission stage a two step approach can be used. The first 
step is an expansion of the gas in the cylinder as the piston moves away from 
TDC thus reducing the pressure, followed by admission of hot gas at supply 
pressure to increase the pressure in the cylinder. This process is illustrated in Fig 
3.12 
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Step 1 Step 2 
Am @ Ps 
P1 VI P2 V2 P3 V2 
Fig. 3.12 Pressure Nolume During Admission 
Step I is the expansion of hot gas is defined by the relationship 
P1_ (V2n 
P2 1V1) 
(4.10) 
Step 2 the admission of hot gas at supply pressure Ps and temperature Ts is 
defined by the relationship 
P3. V2 - P2. V2=Am. RTs (4.11) 
and assumes a constant inlet gas temperature 
Assuming incompressible flow and the inlet valve behaving as an orifice then the 
mass flow rate through the inlet valve at step is given by: 
Am =p At . Av. Cd. 
4 2AP/p (4.12) 
Where the flow rate across an orifice is V and 
N=Av. Cd. 
p 
and where 
AV = Am /p in time At and 
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p= Ps/RTs assuming constant gas temperature 
thus 
P3= 
V2PI 
I 
}"+(V-). 
Ps. 11t. Av. Cd. 
2AP (4.13) 
() p 
over the time interval At and where 
Av is the average valve opening area over time At 
Cd is the valve discharge coefficient 
AP = PS-P2 
n= the polytropic index of expansion taken at the gas inlet temperature and 87% 
polytropic efficiency. 
Thus: 
P3= 
V2 
+( 
11 ). Ps.. tAv. Cd 2 T. 12 (4.14) 
(()fl 
s, 
The above expression is considered valid for small values of At and employing an 
iterative process such that P3 becomes P1 for the next period of At. 
For simplification the iteration was conducted at intervals of swept volume which 
meant that the time intervals At were not constant. 
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3.8.1 Modelling the RJC Engine 
The solution to equation (4.14) was undertaken on spreadsheets using variations 
in cylinder physical characteristics ie bore, stroke, valve diameter, valve lift and lift 
profile as well as engine speed and gas inlet conditions. 
The simulated cylinder pressure can be compared with the cylinder pressure of an 
ideal engine on a PV diagram and the pressure losses and resulting lost work can 
be determined. 
The model can be applied to either poppet or ported rotary valves the only 
difference being in the value of Cd used. For poppet valves a representative value 
of Cd has used and this was taken from Refs 10 and 11 where the value of Cd 
was compared against the non dimensional valve lift ( VU VD). For typical valve 
diameters and valve lifts likely to be experienced in an RJC engine gave a mean 
value of Cd = 0.75 (Cd varies from 0.65 to 0.85 over the range of VLND of 0 to 
0.3) and this was used in the modelling. 
The first comparison was made with an engine with the physical characteristics 
and operating conditions given in Table 3.4. In this table valve diameters and lift 
were varied to generate a PV diagram that had minimum losses compared to the 
ideal Fig 3.13 
Bore mm 100 Valve dia. VD mm 2x 35 
Stroke mm 120 Max valve lift VL mm 10 
Swept vol cc 942 Valve profile sinusoidal 
Clearance vol cc 30 Cam angle deg 60 and 80 
RPM 1500 Inlet Valve opens at TDC 
Ps abs bar 8.5 Ideal cam opening 70 deg 
Ts deg C 850 
Table 3.4 Engine Dimensions and Operating Conditions 
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Fig 3.13 and Fig 3.14 show the PV characteristic generated and ideal as well as 
the pressure drop across the valve modelled as an orifice for a 60 and 80 degree 
inlet valve opening. 
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Fig 3.13 PV Diagram Showing Inlet Valve Pressure Losses TDC 60 degree 
opening 
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Fig 3.14 PV Diagram Showing Inlet Valve Pressure Loses TDC 80 degree 
opening 
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The most notable aspects of these PV diagrams is the pressure drop as the inlet 
valve begins to open at TDC and the pressure drop as the valve closes. When 
compared with an ideal valve opening of 70 degrees the pressure drop on closing 
is more pronounced for the 60 degree opening but is partially compensated by the 
80 degree opening. For both conditions it indicates that the valve opening is 
insufficient to allow the supply gas to compensate for the pressure drop due to the 
increasing volume. Similar pressure drops were observed in the testing of the 
BMW engine and also in the earlier technology demonstrator engine (Part 4). It 
was considerably reduced by advancing the inlet valve timing allowing the inlet 
valve to open earlier before TDC 
The model was adjusted to advance the timing such that the inlet valve opened at 
8 deg BTDC. This had the effect of reducing the initial pressure drop but the 
pressure drop on valve closing remained. Whilst advancing the inlet valve timing 
reduces the initial pressure drop the valve has now to open over 88 degrees and 
this results in a greater air mass and hence an increase in compressor work. 
The PV diagram for an inlet valve opening at 8 deg BTDC is shown in Fig 3.15 
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Fig. 3.15 PV Diagram Showing Inlet Valve Pressure Losses. 8 deg BTDC 
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A comparison of performance was conducted between the above two models and 
is tabulated at in Table 3.5 
Inlet opens Inlet opens 
at TDC 8 deg BTDC 
Stroke mm 120 120 
Bore mm 100 100 
Displacement ccs 942 942 
Clearance volume ccs 30 30 
Supply pressure bar g 7.5 7.5 
Supply temp deg K 850 850 
RPM 1500 1500 
Inlet valve dia mm 70 70 
Inlet valve lift mm 10 10 
Exhaust valve dia mm 70 70 
Exhaust valve lift mm 12 12 
Ideal inlet valve opening deg 70 70 
Ideal exhaust valve opening deg 145 145 
Model inlet valve opening deg 80 88 
Model Exhaust valve opening deg 156 160 
Model indicated work expansion J/cycle 470.4 522.4 
Model indicated work recompression 123 112.8 
Model Net work J/cycle 347.4 409.6 
Ideal work expansion 533.3 533.3 
Ideal work recompression 114.2 114.2 
Ideal Net work/cycle J/cycle 419.1 419.1 
Mass flow ideal kg/sec 0.0227 0.0227 
Mass flow model kg/sec 0.0208 0.0254 
Indicated Power ideal Watts 10477.5 10477.5 
Indicated Power model Watts 8685 10240 
Brake Power (at 90% mech eff) 7825 9216 
Ideal compressor power 4608.6 5627.9 
Net Compressor power (at 90% efficiency) 6023 7355 
(At 85% cycle efficiency) 
Ideal power output Watts 1802 1861 
Net power ouput Watts 2543.5 2758.5 
Table 3.5 Engine performance comparison with different inlet valve timing 
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Table 3.5 shows that a small adjustment to the valve timing, whilst increasing the 
amount of work from the compressor, results in a 3.3 % improvement in net power 
output. Further improvements will be obtained with increases in the mechanical 
efficiency of both the expander and compressor and typically for 95% mechanical 
efficiencies for both expander and compressor the improvement is 8.5%. Such a 
strategy of defining the inlet valve timing should therefore be considered in the 
design of RJC engines. 
3.8.2 Exhaust Valve Modelling 
A similar approach was used to model the exhaust valve and this is detailed in the 
spreadsheets at Annex 3 and uses the same physical and operating 
characteristics as employed in the inlet valve modelling. It was found that to 
ensure the final pressure at recompression did not exceed supply pressure the 
exhaust valve had to remain open longer than that of an ideal valve. In the ideal 
cycle for the engine at Table 3.5 the exhaust valve would need to close at 35 deg 
BTDC whilst to achieve the same final recompression pressure the model exhaust 
valve had to close at 23 deg BTDC. ie 12 degrees later. As the flow area of the 
exhaust valves reduced during closing it throttles the gas and a pressure is built up 
in the cylinder. This increased pressure results in additional work required with a 
reduction in net power output. Again large flow area valves need to be employed 
to minimise these pressure losses. To achieve the results shown in Fig 3.16 two 
exhaust valves of 35mm dia. and a maximum lift of 10 mm were used. 
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Fig 3.16 Exhaust Valve PV diagram 
3.8.3 Validation of Pressure Loss Modelling 
Using the same modelling approach the BMW test engine was analysed and 
compared with test data generated in the cold condition. The first PV diagram 
generated, shown at Fig 3.17, is with the inlet valve opening at TDC. The cylinder 
pressure shows a decrease just after TDC where the volume of inflowing air is 
restricted by the valve opening and is insufficient to maintain the cylinder pressure 
at the supply pressure compared to the ideal. Also shown in Fig 3.17 is the PV 
diagram from the test engine 
Varying the inlet valve timing in the model such that opening occurred before TDC 
had the effect of reducing the initial pressure drop. Most of the test data from the 
BMW engine was derived with the inlet valve being advanced to 10 deg BTDC 
although clearances between cam and valve actuating mechanism effectively 
reduced this to about 8 degs. The effect of advanced valve timing is shown at Fig 
3.19 
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Fig 3.17 Inlet Open at TDC 
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Fig 3.18 Inlet Open 8 deg BTDC 
For the inlet valve opening at TDC the cam angle was 70 deg whilst for the inlet 
valve opening at 10 deg BTDC the model cam angle was set at 90 deg the same 
as the BMW test engine. 
There is good correlation between the model and test data for both cases even 
though with advanced valve timing the model demonstrates some instability 
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around TDC. Further refinements of the model could be made in this area of 
operation to reduce this instability. 
An alternative approach to altering the valve timing was investigated and this 
looked at the concept of 'high lift' or 'sport' cams. Such cams do not increase the 
maximum valve lift but alter the cam profile such that the value EAv. At is 
increased. A cam with such characteristics was investigated with the cam profile 
as shown in Fig 3.19 
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Fig 3.19 Inlet Cam Profiles 
Applying this 'high lift' cam profile to the model results in the PV diagram at Fig 
3.20 and demonstrates that a 'high lift' cam profile can reduce the initial pressure 
drop and with a reduced loss at valve closing. It should be noted that the cam 
angle is 70 deg and that opening occurs at TDC. Additionally the 'high lift cam' 
results in a PV characteristic close to the ideal and thus pressure losses are 
minimised. 
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Fig 3.20 PV Diagram With `High Lift' Cam 
3.8.4 Findings From Pressure Loss Modelling 
The most significant outcome from pressure loss modelling is the relatively large 
valve flow area needed to minimise the losses. This is not seen in the `cold' 
operation of the BMW test engine where the as fitted single inlet valve of 25 mm 
dia. and 5 mm lift running at only 700 RPM was adequate, but is seen in the model 
(inlet temp 850 deg C) for an engine of 100 mm bore and 120 mm stroke and 
operating at 1500 RPM. For this condition and to minimise pressure losses the 
valve area is provided by two inlet valves each of 35 mm dia. and 10 mm lift. 
These valve sizes and lift needed for the exhaust were 35 mm diameter and 12 
mm lift so that for this displacement of engine (942 ccs) the cylinder head must be 
able to accommodate all four valves. Ref 11 states that for a four valve 
compression ignition engine with a flat cylinder head 'each inlet valve diameter 
could be up to 39 % of the bore diameter and each exhaust valve could be 35% of 
the bore diameter. With diameters of 35 mm for all four valves this is close to the 
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maximum size possible in an engine of 100 mm bore. However valve seats have 
also to be accommodated which increases the diameter needed for each valve 
and if the valve seat maximum diameter is taken as 45 mm it is not possible to fit 
all four valves within a cylinder head of engine bore 100 mm 
The implications of the above are that 
An RJC engine with a capacity of 1000 ccs must have a bore greater than 
the stroke le 'over square'. 
Fig 3.21 shows the valve positioning, with a maximum contained diameter of 45 
mm of all four valves in an engine of 120 mm bore and 100 mm stroke with a 
capacity of 1130 ccs. 
For engines of different displacement a bore to stroke ratio of 1.2: 1 will have to be 
employed. 
045 mm 
i 035 mm 
0120 mm 
-- ----- ------ --- 
Fig 3.21 Valve Layout in Cylinder Head 
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3.8.5 Optimum Pressure Loss Modelling for a Specific RJC Engine 
The RJC specifications for the model are: a bore of 120 mm, a stoke of 100 mm 
operating at 1500 RPM with inlet gas conditions of 7.5 bar g and 850 deg C. The 
valve lift profile was'high lift' with a maximum lift of 10 mm. The lift profile is shown 
at Fig 3.22 
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Fig 3.22 'High Lift' Cam Profile 
Applying these values results in the PV diagram shown at Fig 2.23 
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Fig 3.23 PV Diagram of a RJC Engine with 'High Lift' Cams 
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And for the full expansion the PV diagram is shown at Fig 3.24 
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Fig 3.24 PV Diagram For Full Expansion Stroke and Using 'High Lift' Cams 
The difference in gross work per cycle in Joules for the expansion is: 
Model Ideal Difference % Difference 
433.5 437.25 3.75 0.86 
For recompression during the exhaust stroke the PV diagram is shown at Fig 3.25 
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Fig 3 25 PV Diagram for Recompression 
The difference in gross work per cycle in Joules for the exhaust stroke is: 
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Model Ideal Difference % Difference 
24 21.7 2.3 10.6 
Summing the expansion stroke and exhaust stroke over the whole cycle: 
Ideal Model 
Expansion 437.25 433.5 
Exhaust -21.7 -24 
Net Joules /cycle 415.55 409.5 
And the overall difference is 1.45 
3.8.6 Application of Valve Presure Loss Modelling to Engine Design 
The modelling of pressure losses have the following implications: 
" Large valve flow areas are required to minimise pressure losses. Limiting 
valve lift to 10 mm thus requires large valve diameters which can only be 
accommodated in larger bore engines. For a given engine displacement 
this results in 
'a minimum stroke to bore ratios of 1: 1.2' 
" 'High lift' cam profiles can reduce pressure losses The model has 
demonstrated that these pressure losses can be reduced to obtain 98.5% of 
the ideal cycle work. A slight improvement on this value could be attained 
with minor adjustments to valve timing. 
" The modelling was conducted using poppet valves but the model is also 
applicable to rotary valves where the value of Cd would be in the order of 
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0.9 as against 0.75 for poppet valves Ref 11. This represents a 20% 
increase indicating that the valve flow area for a rotary valve could be 20% 
lower that an equivalent poppet valve. 
" Engine speed has a major impact on pressure losses. For a 120mmm bore, 
100 mm stroke engine at 1500 RPM the lost work during the expansion 
stroke is 0.86%of the ideal. At 3000 RPM this loss increases to 20%. This 
implies that in order to reduce this loss even larger bore engines (having 
the same displacement) are required. This is not a practical solution and 
thus implies that 
`there is a limiting RPM for RJC engines without experiencing a 
significant loss in net power output owing to pressure losses'. 
3.8.7 Limitations of Pressure Loss Modelling 
The finite differenced derived model will be more accurate as the steps get smaller 
and may reduce the instability experienced around TDC with advanced valve 
timing. 
Compressibility effects have been ignored because each step represents only a 
small pressure change. 
The coefficient of discharge Cd is taken as a constant but Ref 11 shows it varying 
as the ratio of valve lift to diameter (LNd) varies. In the model the Cd value is 
taken as a mean between the maximum and minimum valve lift ratio. At low values 
of lift the actual Cd value would be lower than the average value used and thus at 
valve opening and closing the model in cylinder pressure will be lower. Varying 
values of Cd could be incorporated into future models. 
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3.9 Micro CHP System Modelling 
By combining all the above models an overall prediction can be made of the 
performance of a micro CHP system that incorporates a RJC engine. The system 
schematic is shown at Fig 3.26 in which calculated values have been attributed to 
the micro CHP system temperatures. The RJC engine and micro CHP parameters 
are given in Table 3.5 
RPM Supply pres Eng Size B/S mm Heat 
Exchanger 
Fixed Fixed Effectiveness 
1500 7.5 barg 1130 cc 120/100 0.7 
Expander Mechanical Efficiency Compressor Mechanical Efficiency 
90% 90% 
Table 3.5 RJC Engine and Micro CHP Parameters used for Modelling 
This modelling was conducted on an engine with inlet gas conditions at a constant 
7.5 bar g. and temperatures from 550 C to 850 C and constant RPMs of 1500 and 
3000 with details in spreadsheet form in Annex 3 
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Fig. 3.26 Micro CHP System Schematic 
The micro CHP system in Fig 3.26 assumes an expander gas inlet temperature of 
850C and utilises exhaust gas regeneration to preheat the air from the compressor 
prior to combustion. For lower expander gas inlet temperatures the expander 
exhaust gas temperature will be lower and the regenerative inlet temperature will 
also will be lower. If the expander RPM and compressor discharge pressure are to 
be kept constant (see part 4.11.1 compressor variable inlet valve timing) then for 
lower expander inlet temperatures the compressor has to deliver a greater mass 
flow and thus absorbs more of the expander work reducing the net power output. 
Regeneration heats the air prior to combustion thus and reduces the amount of 
heat required by combustion. The regenerator has been modelled as a heat 
exchanger using an assumed value of effectiveness from Table 3.5 and equation 
(4.15) 
438 
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Es 
(Thin-Thout) Cc 
(4.15) (TNn-TQn) cmin 
Where Cmin is the smaller of rhhCph and mcCpc 
and C, =Cpc 
The details of the model results are at Annex 3 and the significant performance 
values of net work output and thermal efficiency are shown at Figs 3.27 and 3.28. 
The temperatures calculated in the model for heat exchanger inputs and outputs 
and expander inlet temperature of 850 deg C at 1500 RPM are included in Fig 
3.27 
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Inlet Temp C 
A 1500 RPM -a-- 3000 RPM 
Fig 3.27 Net Work Output vs Inlet Gas Temperature 
The engine thermal efficiency is defined as: 
Power Output / Heat Supplied By Combustion 
and is calculated from modelling as a maximum of 27% at a gas inlet temperature 
of 850C (Fig. 3.27). Only small improvements are likely on this value of thermal 
efficiency and can only come from a reduction in the engine and compressor 
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friction. If the expander and compressor individual mechanical efficiencies of 95% 
are used instead of 90% the RJC engine thermal efficiency would be increased to 
33% 
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Fig 3,28Thermal efficiency vs Inlet Gas Temperature 
Both the above figures demonstrate the significance of the pressure losses that 
occur if the engine is run at 3000 RPM rather than at 1500 RPM. The cycle IMEP 
at 1500 RPM is 3.86 bar whilst at 3000 RPM with the same size valves is 3.18 bar. 
The net power output at an inlet gas temperature of 850 C was found to be 3387 
Watts for a displacement of 1130 ccs thus: 
For comparative purposes with other reciprocating engines a ratio of 
net power output in Watts to swept volume in ccs can be used. The 
value of this ratio for a RJC engine, from the model, is 3 Watts per cc' 
For the range of inlet gas temperatures examined only an engine speed of 1500 
was developed further . The power output and the heat available to the heating 
system for a range of expander inlet temperatures is shown at Fig 3.29 
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Fig 3.29 System Power and Heat Output vs Expander Inlet Temp C 
The ratio of net work output to the system heat is shown at Fig 3.30 This ratio is of 
importance in CHP applications because it defines the usable energy outputs for a 
range of system maximum temperatures (expander inlet temperatures). 
The ideal heat transfer from the Annand model (at 1500 RPM) would be 3800 
Watts (Annex3). As a conservative estimate 3000 Watts for jacket and oil cooling 
is assumed and this value is added to the system heat 
0.6 
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0.4 aý 
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Fig 3.30 Ratio Work /Heat Output for Varying Inlet Gas Temperatures 
The overall system thermal efficiency is defined as: 
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(Power Output + Heat to System) I Heat Supplied By Combustion 
and is shown in Fig. 3.31 
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Fig. 3.31 Overall System Thermal Efficiency Vs Expander Inlet Temperature 
The overall thermal efficiency at a gas inlet temperature of 850C is 79% 
3.9.1 Findings from Micro CHP System Modelling 
9 Thermal efficiencies of 33% are achievable with maximum regeneration. 
Higher thermal efficiencies can be attained with increases in mechanical 
efficiencies. 
" Power to heat ratios vary from 1: 2 at 850C expander inlet temperature to 
1: 6 at 600C expander inlet temperature. 
9 An overall thermal efficiency of 79% is attainable at an expander inlet 
temperature of 850C. This is a conservative percentage and is based on 
expander cooling jacket and hot oil heat recovery of 3000 W. 
3.9.2 Limitations of Micro CHP Modelling 
" The modelling of the Micro CHP system does not take into account heat 
losses to the surroundings by radiation, even from insulated components, 
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and any such losses will reduce the engine thermal efficiency and overall 
thermal efficiency. 
0 The heat exchanger effectiveness for both regeneration and heat to the 
system are assigned values of 0.7. These are considered conservative and 
actual values of effectiveness will depend upon specific design of heat 
exchanger 
" Jacket cooling of the expander cylinder and oil cooling was an estimation 
and based on thermal modelling. The thermal modelling would need to be 
refined, and be based on an actual physical engine design, to obtain a more 
accurate value for jacket and oil heat recovery. 
" Combustion efficiency is assumed to be 100% 
3.10 Overall Assessment of Modelling 
" Friction modelling is the least precise and had to rely on existing empirical 
models and, specific data from reliable sources. However the models 
carried forward to thermal and whole engine modelling are considered to 
be representative. 
" Thermal modelling required that a value of the polytropic index of expansion 
be determines. Using the expression for polytropic efficiency at a value of 
87% provided the . polytropic index. This in turn allowed cylinder gas 
temperatures to be derived as well as a relationship between the Reynolds 
and Nusselt Number. Whilst small variations in the polytropic index make 
little difference to the net work output lower temperatures at the end of 
expansion will reduce the amount of heat energy for regeneration and thus 
the overall thermal efficiency. Thermal modelling can be improved by 
replacing some of the assumed temperatures of 'in cylinder' components 
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with measured values. The thermal model generated compared well with 
the Annand correlation. Additionally thermal modelling demonstrated the 
significant effect ring pack friction has on the overall heat transfer and thus 
the need for accurate frictional modelling of piston ring / liner interaction. 
" Pressure loss modelling revealed the significant effect of valve flow area 
and engine speed on pressure losses and thus indicated work. The model 
correlated well with test data from the BMW engine on cold air giving 
confidence that the model was representative of in cylinder pressures. 
Knowing the in cylinder pressure over the whole cycle allowed indicated 
power to be derived the net power output from an engine of known 
displacement. 
" Micro CHP system modelling required that assumptions be made of the 
temperatures at several positions in the system. It is considered that such 
assumptions are reasonably accurate although they do not take into 
account radiation heat losses even from well insulated surfaces and 
includes only an estimate for heat recovered from jacket cooling and the 
engine lubricating oil. Overall system modelling generates thermal and 
system efficiencies and as well as a ratio of power to heat. 
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Engine Development and Testing 
4.1 Test Engines 
Two separate engines and systems were developed and tested. The first being 
termed a technology demonstration engine based on a conventional 4-cyl in line 
automotive block and which also involved the design, build and testing of 
combustion chambers. The second engine was based on a BMW R 650 air cooled 
motor horizontally opposed piston engine for which two separate designs of 
cylinder heads and valve gear were built and tested. The process of engine 
development and the design and testing of unique components for both engines is 
described. 
4.1.1 Description of the Technology Demonstration Engine. 
A conventional four cylinder diesel engine had been modified to form the basis of 
the RJC technology demonstration engine. Whilst this type of engine does not 
represent an engine suitable for micro CHP application it represented a convenient 
method to allow investigation into component development and performance. 
Lessons learnt from the development work on this engine were carried forward 
into the design of a prototype RJC engine that would meet the defined 
requirements for a micro CHP system 
The engine used is a Ford 2.5 litre with a bore of 93.67 mm and a stroke of 90.54 
mm giving a swept volume of 2496 cc. The engine was configured such that two 
cylinders were used for expansion, one cylinder for the compressor and the 
remaining cylinder left in situ to provide overall engine balance. Compressed air 
could be supplied to the engine and with the use of the existing started motor 
arrangement the engine could be started and then motored on compressed air. 
The major modifications to the engine at the start of this project are described. 
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4.1.2. Expander Cylinder Head and the Inlet / exhaust valves. 
The original four cylinder head was cut in half to form a platform for the expander 
cylinders inlet and exhaust valves and their actuating gear. An overhead camshaft 
in anti friction bearings was fitted to the cylinder head to actuate the two inlet and 
two exhaust valves. The exhaust valves were directly operated from the camshaft 
but in the case of the inlet valves where the system pressure was acting on the 
stem side of the valve a different configuration was employed. 
The inlet valve actuation gear is diagrammatically shown at Figure 4.1a with 
details visible in Figures 4.1b and 4.1c. 
Sprinq 
System Ga 
Fig 4.1a Diagrammatic Representation of Inlet Valve Gear 
. am Follower 
, am 
k seating 
s Seat 
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Direct OHC Operated Exhaust Valve 
Fig 4.1 b Valve Gear Details 
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4.1.3. Compressor Head and Compressor Valves. 
A compressor head had been manufactured to house a combined inlet and 
exhaust valve assembly shown at Figs 4.2a and 4.2b 
Fig 4.2a Compressor Valve Housing 
Compressor Plate Valves 
() 
Fig 4.2b Combined Compressor Inlet and Discharge Plate Valves 
Suction 
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The compressor discharge was fed to an air receiver vessel Fig 4.3 and then to 
the combustion chamber. 
a 
ý'ýa 
L a, 
f 
Fig 4.3 Compressor Air Receiver Vessel 
4.1.4 Combustion Chamber 
The existing combustion chamber reported Ref. 5 was still fitted. This combustion 
chamber was reported to give poor ignition and unstable combustion. A new 
combustion chamber had been manufactured but at the start of the project 
required major modifications to the flanges and connecting pipe-work to fit into the 
existing pipe-work arrangement. The new combustion chamber is shown at Fig 4.4 
Fig 4.4 Combustion Chamber Fitted to Existing Pipework. 
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The combustion chamber was already fitted with a spark plug holder but the back 
flange was blank and therefore required modifications to mount a gas burner 
assembly. 
4.1.5 First iteration on Engine Development 
The objective of the first iteration was to achieve stable ignition and combustion. 
The combustion chamber and gas nozzle tested prior to the start of this project 
used the principle of injecting natural gas at pressures up to 10bar via a nozzle 
and inducing some of the air supplied via a cone shaped swirl plate. Prior to the 
start of the project a conventional burner assembly had been obtained which 
comprised of a nozzle holder surrounded by induced air passages and a shroud 
for the flame area. This is diagrammatically shown at Fig 4.5. 
Air Supply 
Back Flange 
Gas Supi 
Spark Plug 
'ner Assembly with Nozzle 
Fig 4.5 Conventional Nozzle Assembly in Combustion Chamber 
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The burner assembly was mounted on the back flange and a gas supply was 
provided. In addition a pressure tapping was made in the back flange and pipe- 
work led to a pressure gauge. 
With this configuration the engine was motored on air and gas induced into the 
combustion chamber. A series of explosive ignitions was experienced with erratic 
combustion indicating the mixture in the combustion chamber varied from 
stochiometric at the point of ignition to a weak mixture as the gas is burnt. This is 
then repeated as the amount of unburnt gas builds up and reaches a level of 
flammability. Under these conditions an engine gas inlet temperature of 400C was 
achieved. Additionally several major mechanical deficiencies on the engine were 
found and required rectification work. The deficiencies and the work undertaken 
included: 
1. Major blow-by from the expanders. The original configuration had not been 
fitted with piston rings in a view to minimising friction. All pistons were fitted 
with the correct rings. 
2. Damage to valve gear. The cams fitted had too sharp a profile that lead to 
bending of the exhaust valve spindles and valve guide breakages, and inlet 
valve cam follower breakages. New valves and guides were fitted and cam 
profiles modified to give a `softer operation. The inlet valve cam followers, 
originally small ball races, were replaced with a brass in steel bearing 
assembly. 
3. New inlet valve seats were manufactured and ground in to reduce leakages 
A larger gas nozzle (0.64mm) was manufactured and fitted for the next operation 
of the engine. A small improvement in ignition and combustion was experienced. 
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Further increases in gas nozzle size from 0.8 to 1.0 mm gave some improvements 
on ignition and once the temperature in the combustion chamber had risen stable 
combustion then existed with temperatures reaching 600 C. 
Under these conditions the commercial burner suffered heat damage and a new 
burner assembly of similar design was manufactured from steel. Further additional 
work was undertaken to modify the rig and included: 
1. The spark plug holder was modified to move the tip of the spark plug nearer 
to the edge of the burner assembly shroud. 
2. A sight glass was fitted into the back flange of the combustor to observe 
combustion conditions. 
3. The performance of the compressor combined inlet/discharge valve was 
measured and it was found to require an inlet depression of 0.2 bar before 
the inlet plate opened and that the volumetric efficiency was -70%. A new 
design of compressor head was manufactured incorporating three reed 
valves for both suction and discharge. The performance of this new design 
gave a volumetric efficiency of 75%. The new suction and delivery valves 
are shown at Fig 4.6 and detail drawings are at Annex 4 
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Fig 4.6 Compressor Suction and Delivery Valves. 
Deliver 
4. A circular baffle plate was fitted to the burner shroud in an attempt to 
provide more air to gas/air mixing zone within the shroud. 
The modified burner assembly is shown at Fig 4.7 
ý. 
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Fig 4.7 Modified Burner Assembly 
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!r Assembly with Nozzle 
Shroud 
Although this arrangement gave some improvements in ignition and combustion it 
was difficult to control in that minor adjustments of gas or external air supplied 
could result in extinguishing combustion such that any adjustments had to be 
carried out in small steps and slowly. Stable clean combustion was observed and 
a maximum temperature of 600 C was achieved at 600 RPM and a hot gas inlet 
pressure of 4 bar g 
It was considered that the development of this type of burner assembly could not 
be taken much further in that there was still a fundamental weakness in achieving 
stable ignition and controllable combustion. 
4.1.6 Second Iteration on Engine Development 
The objectives of the second iteration was to achieve more stable conditions for 
ignition and combustion and investigate the effect of the valve timing by use of 
different profiled cams. 
The amounts of air and fuel theoretically required result in air fuel ratios greater 
than stoichometric conditions i. e. weak mixtures where the range is approximately 
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from 60: 1 to stoichiometric. Gas turbine technology use combustion chambers with 
air supplied in three phases - primary, secondary and tertiary - with the primary 
air for stoichometric combustion and the secondary/tertiary air to dilute the flame 
temperature and heat the air mass flow through the combustor. The RJC engine 
has less air mass flow throughput but the principle of using separate air flows 
remains valid. 
The concept of providing a separate air flow to mix with the gas was developed. 
This concept is broadly based on that of a Bunsen burner in that air is mixed with 
gas in a tube to ensure adequate mixing before ignition at the tube outlet or nozzle 
plate. Because the combustion chamber operates at system pressure the air 
supplied to the gas for combustion has to be supplied separately from the diluting 
air. The design developed and manufactured consisted of an air gas mixing 
chamber, a mixing tube with a bore to length ratio of at least 10: 1 and a nozzle 
plate to decelerate the mixture and thus reduce the velocity of the gas air mixture 
below that of the flame velocity. The basic concept is shown in fig 4.8 with detail 
drawings at Annex 4 
Prior to final design and manufacture the concept was tested outside the 
combustion chamber to determine the best position for the spark plug to ensure 
stable ignition. The outcome of this work was that a pilot hole was incorporated 
into the nozzle plate angled at 45 deg such that the jet of mixture impinged on the 
spark gap. In air, such an arrangement gave instant ignition every time. 
The air supply pipe work to the combustion chamber was modified to give two 
separate supplies each controlled by a valve. 
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Fig 4.8 Combustor with Mixing Tube Assembly 
mbý 
Spark Plug 
New valve cams were designed and manufactured to give a 175 degree opening 6 
mm lift for the exhaust and 80 degree opening and 6 mm lift for the inlets. A 
second set of inlet valves of 100 degree opening and 6 mm lift were also 
manufactured and tested. The effect of inlet valve opening on system pressure 
ration is shown in Table 4.1 
Inlet cam opening Measured pressure 
ratio rp 
Predicted pressure 
ratio rp 
70 deg 3.52 4 
80 deg 3.00 3.4 
100 deg 2.34 2.8 
Table 4.1 Pressure Ratios vs. Inlet Valve Opening 
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The difference between predicted and measured pressure ratios can be explained 
by the fact that the predicted pressure ratio assumes a square shaped opening 
and closing profile with no pressure losses during opening and closing Fig 4.9 
Actual 
Valve 
Opening 
Profile ;' 
wý .. i .ý 
Theoretical 
Valve 
Opening 
Profile 
Crank Angle 
Fig 4.9 Inlet Valve Opening Profiles 
Operation of the engine produced a gas temperature of 700 C stable ignition and 
stable and controllable combustion conditions. Self sustaining conditions however 
could not be achieved. The combustor chamber and discharge pipe-work glowed a 
bright red validating the measured gas temperature and observed stable 
combustion conditions. The flow rates of the primary and secondary air were 
adjusted but the primary air always needed to be fully open whilst the secondary 
air could be partially but never completely closed. This indicated that with this 
burner / combustor arrangement clean and stable combustion could be achieved . 
4.1.7 Third Iteration on Engine Development 
The objective of the third iteration was to further improve combustion conditions to 
raise the gas temperature, and achieve self sustaining conditions. From visual 
observation of the combustion chamber it was clear that significant heat losses 
were being incurred. This was addressed by: 
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1. Altering the secondary air inlet to the gas exit end of the combustion 
chamber and fitting an inner flame tube. This is shown in Fig 4.10 
Secondary Air Supply 
Gas: 
Air / Ga: 
Mixing Chai 
Mixing Tube 
Fig 4.10 Modified Combustion Chamber 
2. Insulating the combustion chamber and engine gas inlet pipe work 
3. The air receiver bottle was removed from the system because it was felt it 
was no longer necessary and would help maintain the temperature of the 
compressed air from the compressor. 
The insulation had a significant effect on the temperature of the expander inlet gas 
which reached 750 C. In addition if the engine was allowed to run until sufficient 
heat had been built up in the engine block and the lubricating oil then self 
sustaining conditions were achieved. However this was only under conditions of a 
rich mixture and is explained by the higher gas flow rate adding to the overall 
mass flow rate. 
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A new nozzle plate with larger nozzle holes (to allow more primary air flow) was 
installed and the system converted from compressed natural gas to run on 
propane with an inlet supply pressure of >4 bar 
The engine self sustained at 750C with clean combustion and a minimal supply of 
gas controlled by a needle valve. The system pressure was 2.8 bar. 
4.1.8 Fourth Iteration on Engine Development 
The objectives of the fourth iteration were to further improve the combustion 
conditions and maximise the work output from the expanders by accurate valve 
timing. It was realised that the existing combustion chamber could not be modified 
much further so a new chamber was designed and built. The opportunity existed of 
converting an existing stainless steel flanged tube to a smaller more compact 
combustion chamber. The overall volume reduction was from 15.25 litres to 4.5 
litres and the physical comparison is shown at Fig 4.11 
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Fig 4.11 Physical Comparison of Combustion Chambers 
The position in the test rig of the combustors is shown in Fig 4.12 which also 
shows the new air pipe work arrangement. 
Fig 4.12 Comparison of Combustors in Engine test Rig 
The lessons learnt from the first combustion chamber were built into the new 
design. New mixing tubes/nozzles, inner combustion tube, sight glass and spark 
plug holder were designed and manufactured. These are shown at Fig. 
4.13 
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Fig 4.13 New Combustion Chamber and Internal Fittings 
Valve timing had a direct influence on system pressure. A pressure transducer 
was purchased and fitted to the engine through the original injector mounting holes 
such that cylinder pressure could be measured. The transducer was only suitable 
for low temperatures so the engine was motored on compressed air only. If the 
timing was set for the inlet to open at TDC Fig 4.14-a. a pressure drop occurred 
during the initial valve opening. When the valve was sufficiently opened, allowing 
higher gas flows, the cylinder pressure rose to match the supply pressure. If the 
timing was advanced Fig 4.14-b then the initial pressure drop could be reduced 
and further advances resulted in the ideal Fig 4.14-c. Running the engine with 
combustion, with the valve timing set to the ideal position (10 deg BTDC) gave self 
sustained operation with clean combustion 
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Fig 4.14 Valve Timing 
The new combustor and accurate valve timing resulted in self sustained operation 
with expander gas inlet temperatures of 780 C. Modification to the secondary air 
supply by enlarging the holes in the combustor inner tube further improved the 
combustion resulting in a gas inlet temperature of 820 C. 
All these operations were conducted with inlet valve cams of 100 degree opening 
and a measured system pressure of 2.8 bar. Operation of the engine at increased 
pressure would theoretically result in higher thermal efficiency so the inlet valve 
cams were changed to those with an 80 degree opening and 6 mm lift which gave 
a measured system pressure of 4 bar. Some improvement to engine operation at 
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self sustained conditions was achieved with a gas inlet temperature of 870 and an 
engine RPM of 850. 
This appeared to be a limitation as it was not possible to increase the engine 
RPM. by increasing the gas supply. 
4.1.9 Fifth Iteration on Engine Development 
The objective of the fifth iteration was to increase the engine RPM and develop a 
net power output. The existing system had a swept volume ratio of 2: 1 and from 
the theoretical model improved thermal efficiency would be achieved with a swept 
volume ratio of 2.5: 1. The rational is that with the reduced compressor swept 
volume the mass flow is reduced and hence the work absorbed will be less. This 
results in an increase of net work output which will be realised by a higher engine 
RPM. To alter the swept volume ratio required major modifications to the 
compressor in that a smaller diameter piston had to be employed. The 
modifications undertaken included 
1. The manufacture of a sleeved liner to fit in the existing bore. This had to be 
machined from solid and then honed on the internal diameter. 
2. The use of a piston from a Ford 1.8 diesel engine 
3. Modifications on the piston to fit a manufactured flat crown such that the top 
of the crown was at the top of the bore at TDC. In addition the size of the 
new piston crown manufactured from steel was such as to be the same 
mass as the original piston connecting rod assembly. 
4. Modifications to the new piston gudgeon pin to fit the connecting rod from 
the 2.5 litre engine 
5. Machining of the original connecting rod end to fit into the new piston. 
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Operation of the engine resulted in slightly poorer performance. Observation of 
combustion conditions showed an orange flame indicating that the compressor 
now supplied insufficient air. The engine would only self sustain with an increased 
gas supply where it significantly added to the total mass flow. Replacing the 80 
degree inlet valves to those with 70 degrees and a4 mm lift to limit the amount of 
gas used by the expanders and reducing all leakages in the system to a minimum 
resulted in only a marginal improvement in combustion conditions. It was 
determined at this stage that further engine development would not improve 
performance because of the work required to overcome friction. The theoretical 
model had shown that the performance of the engine was significantly degraded 
by low mechanical efficiency. 
4.1.10 Sixth Iteration on Engine Development 
The objective of the sixth iteration was to determine the power needed to 
overcome friction in the engine. To estimate the power absorbed by the engine 
due to friction the total energy of the compressed air needed to motor the engine 
was determined. It was recognised that this would only give an estimate of 
frictional power. The method employed to measure total energy supplied is 
diagrammatically shown in Fig 4.15. 
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Fig 4.15 Air Volume Measuring Equipment 
In addition the compressor cylinder head was removed to ensure that the external 
compressed air work input only overcame the frictional resistance of the engine. 
The engine was motored at varying inlet pressures and speeds and the work 
supplied was calculated from the volume flow and the supply pressure. The work 
required was also determined from empirical formulae at Ref 9. The results and 
extrapolation are shown at Fig 4.16 
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Fig 4.16 Cold Friction Characteristics of Technology Demonstration Engine 
The overall assessment was that at 600 RPM the engine, when cold, absorbed 1.2 
kW. Using an overall mechanical efficiency of 0.5 for both the compressor and 
expanders in the basic theoretical model the engine net work output was almost 
zero. With the overall mechanical efficiency then taken as 100% the model 
predicted a net power output of -0.75 kW. Differences between the measured and 
calculated values of friction can be partially explained by the fact that: 
" Friction loading was measuring at cold conditions whereas self sustaining 
conditions were only achieved with the engine hot 
" The method used to determine the friction characteristics and the 
extrapolation of the results will only give an estimate. 
This gave a partial explanation why the technology demonstration engine would 
only self sustain and not produce net positive work. However the values of friction 
obtained do give a good indication of the relatively large amount of work needed to 
overcome friction in a RJC engine. No further development activities were 
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undertaken on the engine as it was considered little would be gained and all future 
work would be directed at designing a full prototype engine. 
41 11 Overview of the Development Iterations 
Table 4.2 at Annex 4 gives an overview of the development activities and the 
timescale 
4.2 Conclusions from the Development of the Technology Demonstration 
Engine. 
4.2.1 Combustion 
Achieving stable ignition and clean stable combustion under pulsating pressurised 
conditions and at relatively low air flow rates represented the biggest challenge 
and approximately 70% of the overall development activity. No published data 
applicable for the design conditions was found so the development process had to 
proceed by trial and modification but based broadly on known technology e. g. gas 
turbine combustors and industrial burners. The most significant development was 
the use of an enclosed mixing tube in which the gas and some of the compressor 
discharge air were mixed to stoichiometic conditions. Stable ignition was achieved 
by taking a small amount of this mixture via a small pilot hole in the nozzle plate 
and directing it at the spark plug gap. 
Nozzle plate design was based on achieving a sufficient mixture velocity via the 
multiple holes to provide a stable flame velocity. Various combinations of the 
number and diameter of the nozzle holes were tried and for a mixing tube bore of 
15 mm the best results were found with 9 holes of 2 mm diameter. This 
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combination gave the highest expander gas inlet temperature at the completion of 
the fourth iteration. 
Table 4.2 shows the development of nozzle plate design and the expander inlet 
temperatures achieved. 
Hole size 
mm 
No of 
holes 
Total area 
mm2 
Ratio of total nozzle area to 
mixing tube cross sectional 
area (15mm dia) 
Max Expander 
inlet temperature 
deg C 
4 24 301.5 1.7: 1 650 
2.5 12 58.8 1: 3 750 
2.5 9 44.2 1: 4 780 
2 9 28.26 1: 6.26 870 
Table 4.2 Nozzle Plate Development. 
Secondary air supply was via the holes in the combustor inner tube and to some 
extent by leakages around the spark plug holder and the sight glass tube both of 
which penetrated the inner tube into the combustion zone. The leakage area was 
fixed by the design and manufacture but by trial and error the size and number of 
secondary air holes in the inner tube were progressively increased such that at the 
end of the fourth development iteration there were eight holes of 3 mm dia. The 
position of the holes was such to provide a flow of air over the outside of the inner 
tube and thus some insulation between the combustion zone and the outer 
combustor walls. Further development of the combustor for higher flow rates of 
gas and air could not be undertaken because under self sustaining conditions the 
engine speed could not be increased above 850 RPM 
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The basic design of the combustor had proved to be acceptable but further 
refinements in geometry would need to be undertaken requiring the design of a 
purpose built combustor 
4.2.2 Valves and Valve Gear 
The existing valve gear was retained but new seat inserts were manufactured for 
the back seating inlet poppet valves. The original seats were manufactured from a 
heat resistant stainless steel and could not be ground in by conventional means to 
provide adequate sealing. The new seats were manufactured from mild steel and 
ground in to give good sealing. Although not an ideal material for long term use 
they proved adequate for the period of development and testing of the engine. 
Most of the work on the valve actuating mechanism involved testing of different 
cam profiles and cam lift. Profiles on the direct acting exhaust valves cams were 
made 'softer' after initial problems of valve stem bending and guide breakages. 
The final design was for cams of 175 deg and 6 mm lift and these proved 
adequate. Five different inlet cam profiles were tested with the best engine 
performance being achieved with an inlet profile of 80 deg and 6 mm lift. 
An engine speed limit was set on the inlet valve actuating mechanism of 1000 
RPM as it was felt that component failure was likely to occur at higher speeds. 
The lesson learnt from this design is that a different valve actuating design 
concept will have to be used for future engines and that can: 
1. Operate at speeds up to 3000 rpm 
2. Operate at temperatures of up to 9000 for extended periods 
3. Have low height 
4. Have low friction characteristics 
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4.2.3 Compressor 
The use of an automotive engine block with one cylinder adapted to act as a 
reciprocating compressor was a logical starting point. A new compressor head 
was designed and manufactured incorporating reed valves. Whilst this gave an 
improvement in volumetric efficiency, and was one factor in achieving self 
sustained operation, it is recognised that the power required by the compressor, 
both for air delivery and in overcoming friction was high. 
Modifications to the compressor cylinder to give a swept volume ratio of 2.5: 1 
from the original 2: 1 resulted in poorer engine performance in that self sustained 
operation could only be achieved with a rich mixture. This degraded performance 
is due to reduced mass flow with insufficient air being supplied to allow complete 
and efficient combustion. The conclusions drawn from this is that even though the 
theoretical model shows that a physical swept volume ratio of 2.5: 1 should give a 
higher overall thermal efficiency in reality the volumetric efficiency of the 
compressor at 80% results in insufficient air being supplied for combustion. 
In the next stage of the project the problem of improving compressor performance 
has to be addressed. This would need to be a balance between the total power 
absorbed by the compressor, the mass flow and volumetric efficiency. As such all 
types of positive displacement compressors for the compression of air for the RJC 
engine needed to be examined. 
4.2.4 Expander Pistons 
With expander inlet temperatures of 870 C there was some concern that the 
existing aluminium pistons from the original engine block would suffer damage and 
or distortion. Examination of the pistons at the end of development testing showed 
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them to be in good condition. It was concluded that for a prototype engine 
aluminium pistons would be adequate as long as they were provided with cooling 
from the lubricating oil. 
4.2.5 Leakages and Pressure losses 
Internal and external leakages were always present especially on the inlet valve 
arrangement. Such accumulated leakages from all sources could impair the 
performance of the engine and it was only possible to reduce this overall leakage 
to an estimated 5% of the compressor delivery. The major leakage was from inlet 
valve guides and in the latter stages of the development programme a pressurised 
oil seal arrangement was designed and tested. 
One pressure loss was measured, this being the difference in pressure from 
compressor discharge to that measured in the combustion chamber. The value 
was 0.2 bar which was considered acceptable for this stage of the project. Future 
designs would aim to reduce this value. 
4.2.5 Overall Conclusions on the Development of the Technology Demonstration 
Enc ine. 
The major conclusion from the development is than an RJC engine can be made 
to work but that any future design must concentrate on reducing friction. 
The objectives of the project to date in both the deliverables and timescale were 
met in that: 
1. The main achievement through progressive development iterations was the self- 
sustained operation of the 'technology demonstration engine' 
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2. Component development, where proven successful, to be carried through to the 
design and development of the prototype engine and in particular the combustion 
chamber. 
4.3 Development Programme and Funding 
An application for funding was made to the Carbon Trust in September 2003 which 
required details of the proposed development programme and costings for each 
activity of development. This application reached the last 25% of submissions but 
failed to make final selection indicating that the concept of the RJC engine for 
micro CHP applications had technical merit and was potentially commercially 
viable. The total funding requested was £120,000. 
An alternative low cost programme was developed which aimed to build a pre- 
prototype engine using components from a small horizontally opposed piston 
engine with other components manufactured in house. This low cost approach 
reduced the scope of the originally proposed project in that the development of an 
engine rather than the development of a micro CHP system would be undertaken. 
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4.4 Design, Development and Testing of a RJC Prototype Engine for Micro 
CHP Applications 
Lessons learnt from the development of the technology demonstration engine 
confirmed the conclusions from Ref. 7 that low friction engine was necessary 
requirement. The ideal engine should have the following basic design 
requirements: 
" Nominal output of 3 We at -35% thermal efficiency for the RJC engine. 
" 3000 rpm max with minimal noise and vibration 
" Minimal size and weight - footprint the same as a domestic boiler (600 mm 
x 600 mm) 
" Reliable and durable. 
The value of 3 We was chosen as it represented a target to be achieved in that it 
was high enough to provide most of the needs of a domestic dwelling during peak 
requirements and at least equal to the best claimed by alternative technologies. 
4.4.1 Use of Existing Components 
Cost, time and resources prevented design and manufacture of some key 
components from scratch. In particular conventional automotive engine pistons 
would be employed with some modifications undertaken, and where possible other 
readily available automotive components would be used. 
For the first prototype design the combustion chamber from the technology 
demonstration engine would be used. 
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4.4.2 Compressor Design I Selection 
A review was undertaken on all types of positive displacement compressors used 
for the compression of air with a discharge capability of >4 bar. The range 
included: 
1. Reciprocating piston 
2. Screw - oil lubricated 
3. Vane - oil lubricated 
4. Scroll 
An assessment was made of each type of compressor based on 
1. Volume delivered / Power consumed 
2. Noise and vibration 
3. Size /weight/ volume 
4. Ancillary requirements - additional volume 
5. Initial Cost and Maintenance Cost 
Fig 4.17 shows a comparison of the performance of commercially available 
compressors. The comparison looks at the volume delivered / power consumed for 
varying discharge pressures. 
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Fig 4.17 Performance of Positive Displacement Compressors. 
This comparison shows that at discharge pressure below '5 bar the scroll 
compressor has a performance equivalent to that of the screw or piston type. 
In addition the scroll compressor has the advantage of being low noise, < 60 
dB(A), low vibration, long periods between maintenance and low overall size and 
volume. Such compressors are now the compressor of choice in small scale air 
conditioning systems and railroad brake systems. 
4 . 
4.3 Prototype Engine Design. 
A review of the detail design requirements from Part 4.4 was undertaken but with 
the constraints of designing and building a RJC engine within a limited time scale 
and budget. Whilst the use of hypocycloidal drives and rotary valves were 
considered (described in Part 5) these would require extensive development. A 
compromise was to employ an existing internal combustion engine of compact 
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design and modify it to a RJC engine and use poppet vavles. The engine selected 
was an air cooled BMW R650 motor bike engine which had opposed horizontal 
pistons with a stroke of 61.5 mm and a bore of 82 mm. 
4.4.6 Engine Modifications 
The following major engine modifications were identified 
1. New cylinder heads 
2. New cam boxes and valve actuating gear 
3. New oil supplies and oil returns to the cam boxes 
4. New flywheel and drive shaft to be mounted on the original clutch drive ring 
for RH head cam box drive 
5. New drive shaft to fit the existing taper shaft for power output to the 
dynamometer and to drive the LH cam box 
6. Engine stand to fit to the dynamometer bed plate 
7. Cam box toothed drive belt tensioners. 
8. Retain the existing pistons. With this configuration the clearance volume 
was determined by calculation and liquid measurement at 100 cc. Although 
this was much higher than ideal it was considered acceptable but its impact 
would be determined by engine trials 
4.4.5 Valve and Cam Box Design and Construction. 
Several problems were encountered with the valve actuating mechanism on the 
technology demonstrator design, the most serious being valve stem side forces. 
To overcome these problems it was decided to employ a design incorporating 
rocker arms. 
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Additionally there were concerns that slippage of the cam belt drive pulley could 
occur with the valves then making contact with the cylinder head so a side valve 
design was adopted. This concept gave the following advantages: 
1. Positive action of valves, and reduced side forces on valve stems. 
2. No possibility of valves hitting the piston due to cam belt slippage 
3. Compact and Minimum size width to fit within a 600 mm width envelope 
4. Cam box under cylinder barrel to give compactness. 
5. Belt driven from crankshaft at both ends of the engine that allowed valve 
timing of each cylinder 
4.4.6 Compressor 
A separate compressor was to be utilised driven from the engine output shaft via a 
'V' belt. Such a configuration allowed for the compressor RPM to be altered by 
changing the pulley drive ratio. 
4.4.7 Engine /System Design. Cam box Design and Settings. 
The Engine was mounted on a fabricated stand to align with an eddy current 
dynamometer on a common bedplate. Each cylinder had a separate head and 
cam box with separate oil supplies. Drawings and photographs of major 
components are at Annex 4. All major components were fabricated and machined 
at the University the vast majority by the author. The design and build programme 
took 9 months. 
The Cam box consisted of a fabricated aluminium housing containing two 
camshafts mounted in rolling element bearings and a common rocker shaft 
mounted in oilite bushes One camshaft is driven via a belt drive from the 
crankshaft and the other camshaft gear driven from the drive camshaft. This 
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allowed the timing of the exhaust and inlet cams to be adjusted independently to 
find the best setting. The exhaust cam angle was set at 140 degrees and inlet at 
70 degrees. These openings were calculated to give a recompression to 5.2 bar g 
and expansion to a low pressure. The valves were operated by separate rocker 
arms with the inlet valve being pushed off its seat and the exhaust being pulled off 
its seat. This configuration meant that positive pressure together with the valve 
springs held the inlet valve on its seat. Valve lift for both inlet and exhaust was 
7mm. Fig 4.18 shows the engine mounted on its stand viewed from the free end. 
4.4.8 Valves Used and Valve Seat Material 
The valves used in the technology demonstration engine (Ford 2.5 L DI engine) 
were again employed but with their sealing surface profile modified to a 45 degree 
angle. Valve seats were manufactured from grey cast iron for ease of grinding in. 
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4.4.9 Measuring Instrumentation. 
An existing dynamometer was connected to the engine using a drive shaft that 
incorporated two universal joints. The dynamometer was a Schenck FA 100 eddy 
current dynamometer Series 2000C by which torque could be applied and 
measured along with engine speed. It was recalibrated for the ranges of 0-50 Nm 
and 0-2000 RPM 
The thermocouple from the technology demonstrator was utilised to measure gas 
temperatures up to 1000C 
A small analogue piezo-resistive silicon diaphragm pressure transducer was fitted 
into the left hand head but was only suitable for air motoring operation not hot gas 
(i. e. >600C) operation. 
The same orifice plate/U tube manometer was used to measure inlet air flows. 
Standard 50 mm 0-10 bar pressure gauges were fitted to the combustion chamber 
(with extended pipe work to isolate from the high temperatures) and to the air flow 
measuring orifice pipe work. 
Visual indication of flame colour in combustion chamber could be observed via the 
sight tube. 
4.4.10 Combustor Modifications 
The following modifications were made to the combustion chamber from that 
employed on the first test engine: 
1. New hot gas discharge flange 
2. New gas and air mixing tube and combustion plate 
3. New internal combustion tube 
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4. New hot gas discharge pipe work to the cylinders fabricated from stainless 
steel. 
Modifications were also undertaken to improve flame stability. This took the form 
of evaluating different nozzle plates in free air using compressed air and 
compressed gas in the mixing tube. It was found that reducing the gas velocity at 
the nozzle plate improved stability over a range of compressed gas and air 
supplies. The nozzle plate that gave the best performance comprised of a 
perforated plate of 45 mm effective diameter with 1.5 mm holes pitched at 2.5 mm 
centres. With a gas air mixing tube internal diameter of 15 mm then the area of the 
nozzle plate hole area was 255% larger. The design of the combustion chamber 
and photographs of the improved nozzle plate are at Annex 4 
4.4.11 Compressor Type 
It was initially estimated that the engine would operate at a5 bar g system 
pressure because the modelling at Ref 3 indicated that this would give an 
adequate thermal efficiency without the requirement of high pressure components 
and was within the known performance of the combustion chamber. Two types of 
positive displacement compressors were considered these being a reciprocating 
compressor and a scroll compressor. The scroll compressor was chosen because: 
1. Constant and non cyclic air delivery for a given speed 
2. At 5 bar discharge pressure it had a similar power requirement to a 
reciprocating compressor for the same air delivery. Part1. Fig 4.17 
3. Low friction and low noise needed for micro CHP in a domestic application. 
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The scroll compressor chosen was an Atlas Copco type ATSL -165C rated at 6.8 
litres/sec FAD at 3150 RPM and 8 bar discharge pressure absorbing 3.7 kW. In 
addition the discharge air was oil free. 
4.4.12 Scroll Compressor Performance. 
A separate test rig was designed a nd built to assess the performance over various 
speeds and discharge pressures. Measurements of torque, speed, inlet air flow, 
discharge pressures and discharge temperatures were taken and mapped The 
table of outputs is at Table 4.3 and graphical repres entation is a t Annex 4 
Dis 
Drive RPM Comp RPM Pressure Torque Man Temp Power FAD 
mm 
Bar Nm H2O deg C kW I/s ave. 
1920 3135 6.67 18.2 60 152 3.66 
5.69 16.5 60 142 3.32 
4.7 15.1 60 130 3.04 6.9 
3.72 13.5 60.5 102 2.71 
2.94 12 60.5 96 2.41 
1670 2727 6.67 17.8 44 140 3.11 
5.69 16.2 44 135 2.83 
4.7 14.6 44.1 122 2.55 5.94 
3.72 13 44.6 106 2.73 
2.94 11.2 44.8 92 1.96 
1530 2500 6.67 18 35.5 138 2.88 
5.69 16.3 36 130 2.61 
4.7 14.4 36.2 120 2.31 5.37 
3.72 12.6 36.6 105 2.02 
2.94 11 37 90 1.76 
1380 2253 6.67 18 30 122 2.6 
5.69 16 30 120 2.31 
4.7 14.1 30 115 2.04 4.87 
3.72 12.3 30 106 1.78 
2.94 10.6 30 90 1.53 
1230 2009 6.67 18.5 23 115 2.38 
5.69 15.9 23 112 2.05 
4.7 14.1 23 110 1.82 4.27 
3.72 12.1 23 103 1.56 
2.94 10.2 23 83 1.31 
Table 4.3 Scroll Compressor Characteristics 
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The RJC engine arrangement allowed for the compressor to be V belt driven from 
the engine crankshaft at the dynamometer end with the ability to change the drive 
ratio by the use of different diameter drive pulleys. -This gave a fixed mass flow 
rate for a given speed requiring exact matching to the expander mass flow 
requirements at a given temperature. This matching would then be determined 
from the separate expander and compressor performance characteristics 
4.4.13 Expander Performance 
The engine was initially operated against the dynamometer on an external air 
supply without combustion and the compressor disconnected to determine the 
power/speed relationships. The first aspect noted was the high exhaust noise 
which indicated a high pressure at the end of the expansion. 
The simple piezo pressure transducer was mounted to the cylinder head of one 
piston and connected to an oscilloscope to investigate the pressure characteristics 
during a cycle. It was observed that there was a delay between achieving 
maximum recompression and inlet valve opening. Adjustments to the timing from 
inlet opening at TDC to 10 deg BTDC reduced the time from full recompression to 
inlet valve opening and there was a marked improvement in the expander power 
output and a reduction in the amount of air consumed. This timing adjustment had 
no significant effect on the pressure in the cylinders at exhaust valve opening at 
BDC and the high exhaust noise was still present. Reproductions of the typical 
traces observed and the effect of altering the valve timing are show at Fig. 4.19 
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The engine was run with combustion to determine the power speed 
characteristics. The objective was to attain stable combustion and operation with a 
gas inlet temperature to the cylinders of 850C. Again this was with an external air 
supply and with the compressor disconnected and 10 deg BTDC Fig 4.20 shows 
the output (inlet valve opening 10 deg BTDC) when operated with and without 
combustion. 
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Fig 4.20 Expander Power output With and Without Combustion 
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The scroll compressor was then connected using a drive ratio of 2: 1. The aim was 
to run the engine at 1000 RPM and at 6 bar supply pressure, with combustion, but 
the engine would not self sustain even at 900C gas inlet temperature. By 
examination of the compressor performance curves it was determined that the 
compressor could not deliver the required mass flow of air. The drive pulleys were 
changed to a drive ratio 2.2: 1. to increase the mass flow, resulting in higher power 
requirement. Again the engine would not self sustain although less external air 
was required to maintain operation. 
A review of the data was conducted including an examination of the pressure 
crank angle characteristics and the effect of altering the inlet valve timing. The 
following information was considered: 
1. Recompression is to a low value and by calculation using an assumed value of 
n=1.3 was to 4.5 barg. 
2. Exhaust valve opening occurred at 2 bar g 
3. Flow rate through the poppet valves was low at initial and final valve opening 
resulting in a delay in pressure build up during admission. 
4. The high clearance volume necessitated that additional air was required to 
compensate for the low recompression pressure. Also with a large clearance 
volume the total volume for expansion was thus increased and with a fixed volume 
for expansion resulted in a high exhaust pressure. 
Using standard air equations, and noting that the scroll compressor will deliver 
4.875 litres /sec FAD at 2250 RPM and 7 bar g, the air requirement for the two 
expander cylinders at an inlet temperature of 850C and 1000 RPM is 5.6 litres/s. 
even though the potential power output of the expanders at 3500 W is higher than 
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the compressor requirements of 2600 W. Hence there is no matching of the flows 
between the compressor and the expanders. Only by significantly increasing the 
inlet temperature or increasing the compressor speed (drive pulley ratio > 2: 2.1 
would mass flow matching be achieved. 
4.4.14 Matching a Scroll Compressor to a Reciprocating Expander. 
The mass flow from a scroll compressor is proportional to speed and for a set 
speed is constant irrespective of the discharge pressure. 
The mass flow through a reciprocating expander is determined by the volume 
admitted (determined by inlet valve opening) system pressure (cylinder pressure 
when gas is admitted at TDC) RPM and temperature. For a fixed inlet pressure 
and fixed RPM then a reduced mass flow through the expander can only be 
achieved by increasing the temperature of the gas admitted or reducing the 
volume admitted 
Matching calculations for six conditions were undertaken and these are outlined in 
Table 4.4 
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Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition Condition 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Drive ratio 2.7: 1 2.7: 1 2.2: 1 2.2: 1 2.0: 1 2.0: 1 
Expander RPM 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Compressor RPM 2700 2700 2200 2200 2000 2000 
Recompression to 7 5 
ý+H 
7 5 7 5 
bar g 
Hot Gas Flow 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Litres /sec 
Compressor 3112 2550 2610 2073 2380 1816 
power 
requirements W 
Compressor 0.0072 0.0072 0.0059 0.0059 0.0052 0.0052 
delivery kg /sec 
Hot gas temp to 921 623 1184 790 1335 933 
achieve mass 
balance deg C 
Expander output 3140 1675 3140 1675 3140 1675 
W 
Net output W 28 -876 539 -398 760 --141 
Table 4.4 Scroll Compressor /Expander Matching 
For condition 1 at 7 bar, balance on mass flow and power output is achieved at a 
gas temperature of - 921C. For condition 2 at 5 bar the expander power output 
reduces by -50% but scroll compressor power consumption only reduces by 18% 
then a mass balance can only be achieved at a lower temp (623 C) and a negative 
net power. 
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Altering the drive ratio from 2.7: 1 to 2.2: 1 and to achieve a mass balance at 7 bar 
g the gas temperature has to be increased to 1184 C with a net output of 529 
Watts. Reducing the pressure to 5 bar g and a mass balance results in a gas 
temperature of 790 C but a negative net output of 398 Watts 
Altering the drive ratio from 2.7: 1 to 2.0: 1 and to achieve a mass balance at 7 bar 
g the gas temperature has to be increased to 1335 C with a net output of 760 
Watts. Reducing the pressure to 5 bar g and a mass balance results in a gas 
temperature of 733 C but a negative net output of -141 Watts. 
Conditions 1-6 are shown graphically at Fig. 4.21 
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Overall with a max input temperature limited to 850 C for metallurgical and safety 
reasons it is not possible to achieve a self sustaining condition. 
4.4.15 Effect of Clearance Volumes on Expander Performance 
For a fixed swept volume the clearance volume has a major influence on net 
power output. The larger the clearance volume the greater the required 
recompression work. This is only partially offset by the increase in expander work 
output from the expansion of a larger volume of gas. In addition with a large 
clearance volume the exhaust pressure is higher representing wasted energy. 
The effect of clearance volume was calculated using the following assumptions. 
For Expander: 
System Pressure 7.5 bar g 
Gas inlet temp 850 C 
RPM 1000 
Mech eff 0.8 
Recompression to 7.5 bar g 
Inlet Valve closes at 90 cc of swept volume 
Polytropic index of expansion n=1.3 
For Compressor: 
Reciprocating type; 
Mech Eff 0.8; n=1.3; Discharge temp 90C and matched mass flow rate. 
The results are shown graphically in Fig 4.22 
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Fig 4.22 Theoretical Assessment on The Influence of Clearance Volumes on Net 
Power Output. 
Fig 4.22 also shows the clearance volume of the engine (100 ccs for a swept 
volume of 325 ccs) indicating less than 5% achievable net power output. By 
comparison a clearance volume of 3% of swept volume results in a 90% 
achievable net power. 
From Fig 4.22 and the conditions examined it can be stated that: `For every 1% of 
expander clearance volume net power reduces by 3%' 
4 . 4.16 
Suitability of a Scroll Compressor for the RJC Engine 
A scroll type air compressor delivers air at up to 150 deg C which is up to 60 deg 
C higher than a typical reciprocating compressor. For an equivalent mass delivery 
it therefore consumes more power than a reciprocating compressor. The additional 
power consumed is calculated at 580 watts at 3135 RPM and 7 bar g., for the 
scroll compressor used, when compared to a reciprocating compressor delivering 
cV =100 ccs 
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the same mass flow rate and operating at 80% mechanical efficiency. The output 
of the scroll compressor and comparison to a reciprocating compressor is shown 
at Figs 4.23 
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Fig 4.23 Compressor Performance Comparisons. 
The implication is that more of the expander work is required to drive the scroll 
compressor detracting from the net power output. On the other hand the higher 
discharge temperature of the scroll compressor will require less fuel to be used, to 
raise the temperature to say 850 C, the net result being similar thermal efficiencies 
for an engine with the same expander but using the two different compressors. 
Because it is important to maximise the net power output, and not exceed 850 deg 
C inlet gas temperatures, a reciprocating compressor is better suited for use as 
part of a RJC engine. 
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4.4.17 Limitations 
The engine designed, built and tested did not perform as expected and the 
following limitations on testing were identified. 
" Accurately measuring the cylinder pressure in the cylinder over a cycle 
meant that indicator diagrams could not be constructed and thus engine 
friction could not be measured. 
" Valve timing had a significant influence on net power output. With the fixed 
valve timing arrangement between inlet and exhaust the maximum net 
output was achieved by advancing to 10 deg btdc. This increased the 
recompression pressure resulting in less air needed to be introduced into 
the cylinder at each rev and thus a higher cylinder pressure 
" Limitations on air supply for motoring tests and the extra air required to fill 
the clearance volume due to lower than required recompression meant that 
motoring could only be conducted at engine speeds up to 800 RPM 
4.4.18 Summary 
The lessons learnt from the side valve design engine were: 
1. Clearance volumes have a major effect on: 
a. Recompression work to system pressure. 
b. Low clearance volumes are required to maximise net power output. 
2. More accurate pressure vs. crank angle characteristic are required to: 
a. Construct accurate PV diagrams to determine indicated work 
and frictional work. 
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b. Determine the effect of throttling on the poppet valves and adjust 
opening times and cam angles to compensate. 
3. Scroll compressor performance: 
The characteristics of a scroll compressor is that it is a constant 
Mass (FAD) machine for a given speed. The specific performance of 
the scroll compressors in terms of Kg/sec per kW required at 7 bar 
discharge pressure is a calculated 10% lower than an equivalent 
reciprocating compressor. This additional work input is seen in 
higher discharge temperatures of some 50 deg C. On this basis the 
scroll compressor detracts from the potential net power output of the 
whole engine, and when maximising the net power output is the aim, 
a scroll compressor is unsuitable for an RJC engine. 
4.4.19 Lessons Carried Forward to Next Design Iteration 
The following lessons were carried forward to the next design and operation in 
that: 
1. The clearance volume would need to to be reduced to achieve a net power 
output for a temperature limit of 850C As no problems were experienced with the 
cam belt drives the earlier concerns were not realised. This meant that an 
overhead valve rather than a side valve configuration could be used 
2. The external compressed air supply needed to be improved to increase the 
range of engine operation under motoring conditions. 
3. The accurate measurement of cylinder conditions over a cycle would need to 
be obtained to generate indicator diagrams and thus values of engine friction and 
valve losses. From this an accurate expander performance map could be 
constructed 
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4. The design of the cam box and valve operating, mechanism needed to be 
simplified to facilitate the use of different cam profiles and valve timing to obtain 
optimum power outputs. 
5 Investigations into the use of an engine driven reciprocating compressor would 
need to be undertaken. For this type of compressor typical indicator diagrams 
would need to be generated from which an accurate performance map could be 
constructed. 
The major design modification carried through to next design iteration was to 
reduce clearance volumes and this could only be practically achieved by an 
overhead valve configuration necessitating the design and fabrication of new 
cylinder heads, cam boxes and valve actuating gear. 
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4.5 Test Engine Design, Construction and Performance 
4.5.1 Cylinder Head Design. 
The stating point for the new cylinder heads and cam boxes was to determine the 
operation of the inlet and exhaust valves, in an overhead valve configuration, and 
the maximum diameter of valve seats that could be physically accommodated 
within the cylinder head 
The Inlet valve had to seat against the inlet pressure and hence had to move 
upwards into the head. The exhaust valve was to be of conventional design and 
move downwards into the cylinder. It was decided that the cam box would be of a 
single camshaft configuration with a direct acting cam actuated exhaust valve via a 
`bucket' type cam follower to reduce side forces on the valve spindle. The inlet 
valve was to be driven by a cam actuated rocker arm from the same cam shaft 
that lifted the inlet valve off its seat. 
The arrangement for the inlet valve required a spring to force the valve on to its 
seat and the rocker arm to act against a valve collet holder. This ensured positive 
movement of the valve. Both inlet and exhaust employed compression springs of 
a much lower rate than in internal combustion engines. Fig. 4.24 shows a 
schematic arrangement of the valve movement and the difference in clearance 
volumes whilst Fig. 4.25 shows a schematic arrangement of valve actuation. 
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Fig 4.24 Valve Configurations and Valve Movements 
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A handed cylinder head and cam box was required for each of the cylinders 
The original pistons from the R650 engine were retained. Consideration was 
given to modifying the pistons from the dome type crown to a flat crown by 
machining away the dome and mechanically fitting a new flat crown. This was not 
Exhaust 
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undertaken because of the limited metal thickness in the piston walls to 
accommodate tapped holes to retain a flat crown. Consequently the clearance 
volume could not be reduced to an ideal minimum of less than 3% but had to 
remain at the calculated value of 30 cc representing a 9.2 % of the swept volume. 
This compared with 30% in the side valve configuration 
The valves used for the design were from a 2.0 litre Honda VTEC engine for the 
exhaust and from a 2.5 litre Ford diesel engine for the inlet. The inlet valve was 
machined to 30 mm dia. from 35 mm dia. and to a 45 degree angle. This more 
robust inlet valve was chosen to accommodate any side forces on the valve stem. 
Conventional valve guides for both valves were used and lubricated from the cam 
box without valve stem seals. The valve diameters were a maximum that could be 
accommodated into the cylinder head. 
The first set of cams were designed for 80 deg inlet and 120 degree exhaust. The 
exhaust valve opening of 120 deg would give a theoretical recompression of 
4.5 barg using an n value of 1.3 if no throttling during closure occurred. The effect 
of valve throttling could not be determined at this stage of the design and hence 
the actual amount of recompression would have to be determined from the test 
results. The inlet valve cam opening of 80 deg was an increase of 10 deg to that 
employed in Part 4.4. The lower clearance volume and higher recompression 
pressure meant that less gas would be admitted to the expander without incurring 
high exhaust pressures. This would result in an increase in expander work 
The oil supply to the cam boxes was taken from the engine oil pressure warning 
switch tapping and returned to the sump via pipe work that connected to the 
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crankcase openings for the original engine pushrods. Oil flow control was 
regulated by an inline valve to ensure the cam boxes did not flood at higher RPMs 
New valve seats were manufactured from grey cast iron being a material that 
could be more easily machined and ground. The cylinder head was designed and 
manufactured in two pieces to allow positive fitting and location of the valve seats. 
The mating surfaces of the valve faces and valve seats were ground in to a leak 
free fit using compressed air to determine when this was achieved. Drawings and 
photographs of key components are at Annex 4. 
4.5.2 Measuring instrumentation 
Torque and engine speed were measured using the existing dynamometer which 
was recalibrated for the anticipated speed/load range. The dynamometer was 
driven from the engine by a shaft with universal joints at both ends this shaft being 
a standard component from a VW Golf. 
A new pressure transducer of high accuracy and response was purchased 
together with the power sources, connections and software to allow it to be 
connected to a laptop to give instantaneous readings of pressure. Crank angle 
was measured using a proximity switch mounted on the engine crankshaft housing 
and sensing the starter ring which had 118 teeth This gave a square shaped pulse 
every 3.27 degrees. Both the pressure trace and the crank angle pulses could be 
displayed on a continuous basis on a lap top screen and the trace could be 
captured and printed. Consideration was given to upgrading the software to 
display pressure vs. swept volume needed to determine indicated power. This was 
not undertaken because it would have caused another time delay in the 
programme and for the number of traces anticipated the conversion from pressure 
vs. crank to pressure vs. swept volume could be undertaken manually and fed into 
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a spreadsheet The existing thermocouple to measure the temperature of the hot 
gas was retained and new standard 50 mm dia. 0-10 bar pressure gauges were 
fitted to measure combustion chamber pressure, external air supply pressure and 
scroll compressor discharge pressure. Modifications were undertaken on the 
orifice plate used to measure the external air flow rate in the event that-flow rate 
measurements/calculations were undertaken. This was increased in size to 15 mm 
dia. 
4.6 Engine Operation 
4.6.1 Expander Performance 
The engine was operated on external compressed air (with no compressor 
connected) and engine torque/speed and supply pressures were measured. The 
belt timing of the camshaft was adjusted to achieve a diagram that best 
represented the anticipated profile. This profile should demonstrate no reductions 
in pressure around TDC. This was achieved at 10 deg BTDC for the inlet valve 
which with fixed valve timing between inlet and exhaust advanced the point that 
the exhaust valve closed and thus increased the amount of recompression. It was 
observed that the recompression was to 7.5 bar g at a system pressure of 7.5 bar 
g indicating that there was a degree of throttling on the exhaust valve as it closed. 
Similarly throttling from the inlet valve reduced the inlet valve opening to an 
equivalent of less than 60 degrees. 
To increase the power new inlet cams of 90 deg opening were manufactured and 
fitted and the engine retimed. In addition it was realised that output power was low 
at higher speeds indicating that there was limited external supply air. This was 
partially overcome by the addition of a second larger bore air supply and the 
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introduction of a 120 litre reservoir to reduce pressure fluctuations. To achieve this 
extra flow the system to measure the air flow to the engine had to be by-passed. 
4.6.2 Readings Taken 
A number of runs were conducted on external compressed air and with the scroll 
compressor disconnected with the following readings recorded 
1. Pressure vs. crank angle traces 
2. RPM and torque from the dynamometer 
3. Supply pressure to the cylinder 
4. Temperature of gas after the combustion chamber 
The first objective was to generate the pressure/ swept volume diagrams of the 
engine from which the indicated work, along with the brake power engine friction 
characteristics could be determined. 
The second objective was to determine the maximum gas temperature that could 
be achieved. 
4.6.3 PV Indicator Diagrams 
Traces were recorded for pressure against crank angle along with the associated 
square wave trace from 118 tooth starter ring. These were manually converted into 
a spreadsheet for pressure vs. swept volume from which PV diagrams could be 
produced and indicated power calculated. The pressure vs. crank angle diagrams 
the PV diagrams and the spreadsheets generated (not all) are shown at Annex 4. 
4.7 Interpretation of the Indicator Diagrams 
Selected PV diagrams are shown at Figs 4.26a and 4.26b and clearly show the 
effect of fixed exhaust valve timing on the recompression with each characteristic 
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representing a different supply pressure and measured torque. At low system 
pressures the recompression remains at 7.5 bar g illustrated by the rapid rise and 
fall of cylinder pressure around TDC. The PV diagram at 700 RPM and 7.5 bar 
representing the maximum indicated work achieved was analysed in more detail 
Fig 4.27 where comparison is also made with an ideal cycle.. The throttling of the 
poppet valves at opening and closing had a noticeable effect on in cylinder 
pressures. For the exhaust valve whilst actual closure was at 70 deg BTDC (120 
deg cam angle and set to open 10 deg BBDC) recompression started earlier at 
77degrees BTDC. The inlet valve with a 90 degree cam (although retimed at 10 
deg before TDC) also showed throttling before closure. So even though the inlet 
valve has a theoretical opening over 80 degrees from TDC its opening was only 
equivalent to 64 degrees. This difference is termed 'apparent valve opening' and is 
detailed in Table 4.5. 
Fig 4.26 a. PV Diagrams 700 RPM @ Increasing Torque 
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Valve timing Actual PV 
Diagram 
Ideal PV 
Diagram 
Diff between 
Actual and Ideal 
Inlet set to open 
at 10 deg BTDC 
Inlet Cam angle 90 deg 64 degs 
Inlet valve shut 80 deg ATDC 64 des ATDC 16 Deg 
Exhaust set to open 
10 deg BBDC 
Exhaust valve Angle 120 deg 103 deg 
Exhaust valve shut 70 deg BTDC 77 deg BTDC 7 De 
Table 4.5 Difference Between Actual and Ideal Valve Openings 
4.7.1 Selected PV Diagrams 
Only the PV diagrams where recompression matched the supply inlet conditions 
were considered for further detailed analysis. This was based on: 
1. A system pressure of 7.5 bar g represented a reasonable maximum for 
single stage compressor. 
2. The exhaust valve timing that gave a recompression that matched supply 
pressure. 
3. The PV diagrams that gave the maximum indicated power for the engine 
speed achieved. 
4.7.2 Polytropic Values for Expansion and Recompression 
From the PV spreadsheets of the selected PV diagrams it was possible to 
calculate the polytropic values of n. Plotting the absolute supply pressure against 
swept volume on loge, loge axis the slope of the graph would represent n. The 
average and most consistent values obtained from several PV diagrams were: 
n expansion =1.22 
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n recompression =1.3 
These values are on cold air (15 C) where the isentropic value is 1.4. The 
difference being due to heat transfer. 
4.7.3 Friction 
The PV diagrams and associated spreadsheets produced the Indicated power 
which along with the brake power measured allowed the frictional power to be 
determined from the relationship: 
Frictional power = Indicated Power - Brake Power 
The frictional power is made up of several components these being: 
1. Piston ring / cylinder friction 
2. Crankcase bearing friction 
3. Oil pump power required 
4. Cam box friction - bearings, cams 
5. Transmission friction, drive to dynamometer and belt drives to cam boxes 
6. Engine seals 
The exact contribution of each of these to the whole could not be determined but 
Ref. 10 which examined the friction in a range of large commercial engines, and 
the contribution from the different parts of the engine, stated that the piston ring / 
cylinder friction would account for between 80% to 40% of the total friction. 
To be able to compare Indicated brake and friction power with other published 
data on engine performance mean effective pressures, in bars, were used i. e. 
IMEP: Indicated Mean Effective Pressure 
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BMEP: Brake Mean Effective pressure 
FMEP: Frictional Mean Effective pressure 
That have the relationship 
IMEP = BMEP +FMEP 
And are derived from the relationship 
Power = Mean Effective Pressure x Swept Volume x Revs /Sec 
Power = PLAN 
Mechanical efficiency is defined as: 
Mech eff. = Brake Power / Indicated Power or BMEP / IMEP 
All the measured data and calculated values are compiled in Table 4.5 
Data Recorded And results From PV Diagrams 
Supply 
RPM P Torque Brake BMEP Indicated IMEP Friction FMEP Eff % 
Bar Nm W Bar W Bar W Bar 
700 2.3 0 0 0 800 1.052 800 1.052 0 
3.4 7 513 0.68 1197 1.58 684 0.9 42.8 
5 13 952 1.25 1620 2.13 668 0.88 58 
6.8 22 1620 2.13 2216 2.92 596 0.79 73 
7.5 29 2125 2.8 2746 3.62 621 0.62 77.3 
800 2.5 0 0 0 897 1.036 897 1.063 0 
3.5 6.4 536 0.62 1280 1.19 744 0.85 42 
4.25 10 837 0.96 1328 1.47 691 0.78 63 
6.7 24.6 2060 2.38 2610 3.01 550 0.63 79 
7.5 29 "2429 2.8 2914 3.36 485 0.56 83 
900 2.7 0 0 0 1131 1.16 1131 1.16 0 
4.4 10.8 1017 1.04 1956 2 939 0.98 52 
6 18.6 1753 1.8 2524 2.56 771 0.76 69 
7 24.8 2337 2.4 2752 2.822 415 0.422 85 
7.25 25 2356 2.41 2752 2.822 398 0.41 85 
1000 2.75 0 0 0 1280 1.19 1280 1.19 0 
4.3 9.8 1022 0.94 2216 2.04 1194 1.1 46 
5 13 1356 1.25 2328 2.15 972 0.9 58 
6.5 20 2212 2.08 3057 2.82 805 0.74 74 
1143 2.6 0 0 0 1605 1.29 1605 1.29 0 
1200 2.6 0 0 0 1757 1.351 1757 1.351 0 
Ta ble 4.5 Data From PV Diagrams and Torque / Speed 
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4.7.4 Understanding Friction 
From earlier modelling Ref 7 it was always understood that as the RJC engine 
operating with low IMEPs friction would have a major influence on the net power 
the engine would produce. Mechanical efficiencies of the order of 90% would be 
required for the engine to produce a net power output to be comparable with other 
micro CHP power generators i. e. the Stirling engine. 
From Table 4.5 several characteristics were observed and the following 
conclusions drawn. 
1. From Fig 4.28 Frictional power increases with RPM. This was only constructed 
for the zero torque condition (motoring) and shows a rising characteristic which is 
as expected. 
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Fig 4.28 Zero Torque Friction Characteristic 
2. In Fig. 4.29 with the zero torque values omitted brake power increases with 
increasing supply pressure whilst frictional power remains sensibly constant but 
with some scatter. As the higher indicated powers are achieved at higher supply 
pressures then it would be expected that with higher pressures higher friction 
power would be encountered. No firm conclusions can be drawn on the frictional 
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power characteristic except that it is derived over a narrow speed range from 700 
to 1000 RPM and that the 'shape' of the indicator diagrams must have an effect. 
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Fig 4.29 Indicated power vs. brake and frictional power 
In Fig 4.30 the mechanical efficiency is drawn against supply pressure. This shows 
that mechanical efficiency increases with increasing supply pressure reaching a 
maximum of up to 85% at 7.5 bar supply pressure. 
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Fig 4.30 Supply pressure vs. mechanical efficiency 
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The conclusion was that to improve the brake power then there had to be an 
improvement in indicated power and a reduction in frictional power. Hence in order 
to examine the influence of all the parameters detail modelling of the expander 
performance was undertaken and is reported in Part 3. 
4.7.5 Engine Operation with Combustion 
It was not possible to achieve self sustaining combustion with the scroll 
compressor connected. The problems with regard to matching compressor power 
requirements with compressor output could not be overcome. 
The engine was operated with combustion and on an external air supply with the 
objective of determining the effect of hot oil on frictional work and to assess the 
maximum temperature that could be safely achieved in the combustion chamber 
as measured by the temperature of the hot gas discharge. 
Fig. 4.31 shows the characteristic of power output against supply pressure both on 
cold air and with combustion. Only 3 readings were taken with combustion at 
supply pressures between 5 and 6 bar with an extrapolation made to a supply 
pressure of 7.5 bar 
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Fig 4.31 Engine operation on Cold Air and Hot Gas. (Various engine RPMs) 
At a supply pressure of 7.5 bar there is a increase in power output of 500 Watts. 
This indicates that under hot conditions, with hot oil, improvements to the 
mechanical efficiency are possible and that a mechanical efficiency of 90% is 
readily achievable. 
The combustion chamber was operated at 1000 deg C for a short period and 
stable combustion conditions were observed. 
4.7.6 Further Understanding of Engine Friction 
Using air standard equations the various parts of the expander cycle were 
analysed and plotted against supply pressure Fig 4.32 noting that fixed exhaust 
valve timing was set to give 7.5 bar g recompression. A percentage correction of 
2.5% was made for the full admission stage of expansion to allow for the 
Hot g as 
. 
. 
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difference between test engine data and an ideal cycle (derived from 'the PV 
diagram at 700 RPM on 7.5 bar g , cold air). Polytropic values for expansion and 
recompression derived from the test data was used and the air inlet temperature 
was 15 deg C. Also included in Fig 4.32 is the indicated and brake engine test 
data. The following observations are made from Fig 4.31 
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Fig 4.32 Engine Cycle work vs. Supply Pressure 
1. There is a good correlation between the derived indicated work and the 
measured indicated work 
2. The frictional work being the difference between indicated and brake work 
remains sensibly constant but at higher pressures represents a reducing 
percentage of indicated power. This is in line with the test data in that the 
maximum mechanical efficiency attained was at 7.5 bar air supply pressure. 
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4.8 Reciprocating Compressor Performance 
The use of a scroll compressor in the design of an RJC engine had been 
discounted and that for practical purposes a reciprocating compressor would offer 
a solution. An engine design based on the two cylinder BMW R650 engine was 
considered with one cylinder as the expander and one cylinder as the compressor. 
To provide a better understanding of the pressure volume relationship in a 
reciprocating compressor work was carried out on a small compressor to 
determine typical characteristics. The compressor used had a single cylinder with 
a stroke of 47 mm and a bore of 37 mm with a calculated clearance volume of 2%. 
The compressor used `reed' type valves for both suction and discharge and was 
directly driven a single phase AC motor rated at 1.1 kW at 2860 RPM. The 
nominal compressor delivery was 200 litres /min FAD. 
Modifications to the compressor were undertaken to fit the pressure sensor to the 
head to directly measure the pressure vs. crank angle relationship and record the 
trace over a single cycle. The objective was to create a PV diagram from which the 
polytropic n values for compression and expansion could be determined. 
PV diagrams for 7.5 bar and 2.5 bar discharge pressures are shown at 
Fig. 4.33 with the spreadsheet and pressure traces contained at Annex 4 
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Fig 4.33 PV Diagrams for Portable Compressor 
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Fig 4.34 Compressor Performance 7.5 bar Supply 
On the PV diagram for a 7.5 bar discharge pressure an ideal diagram is 
superimposed, Fig 4.34, the result of which clearly show the differences during 
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suction and discharge with these differences being the energy losses'-from the 
ideal. The polytropic n values calculated from the spreadsheet were 1.21 for 
compression and 1.1 for expansion. Again using the spreadsheet the discharge 
and suction energy losses were calculated as 6.5 % and 8.5% of the cycle work 
giving a total loss per cycle of 15%. Hence the actual cycle required 15% more 
work than the ideal cycle. The indicated work from the PV diagram was calculated 
as 727.7 Watts resulting in an ideal cycle work of 617.5 watts. 
It was not possible to determine the friction characteristics of the reciprocating 
compressor so a mechanical efficiency of 90% was assumed this being similar to 
the ideal mechanical efficiency of the engine. 
From the above analysis the work to drive the compressor cylinder in the opposed 
piston configuration for a required mass flow rate can be determined. 
4.9 Influence of Friction and Clearance Volumes on Expander Performance 
A compressor cycle efficiency of 85% and the polytropic values were then used for 
the evaluation of the BMW engine configuration of one cylinder as the expander 
and one cylinder as the compressor. This evaluation used a simple model, Annex 
3, of the expander cycle and matching the mass flow from a compressor model 
that used the cycle and efficiencies derived from the portable compressor. 
The output from this model are shown at Fig 4.35 
Even though the evaluation extrapolates the engine characteristics to a gas inlet 
temperature of 850 C at 1000 RPM the simple model shows the significant effect 
both overall mechanical efficiency and clearance volumes have on net power 
output. For a clearance volume of 30 ccs (-10% of swept volume) and an overall 
mechanical efficiency of 80 % the net output is 50 Watts. By comparison for a 
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clearance volume of 10 ccs and a mechanical efficiency of 90% the net output 
rises to 583 Watts. This represents a specific net power output of 2.57 Watts per 
ccs of swept volume per 1000 RPM. 
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Fig 4.35 Influence of System Efficiencies and Clearance Volume on Output 
Configuration: I cyl as an expander and 1 cyl as a compressor 
and 850 deg C inlet temp at 700 RPM 
Matched mass flows between compressor and expander 
Best achievable practical output = 583 Watts 
In terms of engine swept volume = 2.57 Watts / cc per 1000RPM 
4.10Thermal Efficiency 
The thermal efficiency was estimated on the net work output as a percentage of 
the potential work in the hot gas. For the configuration of one cylinder as a 
compressor and one as an expander (with matched mass flows) the efficiencies 
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were calculated for various values of clearance volumes and mechanical 
efficiencies Annex 4 and shown at Fig 4.36 
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Fig 4.36 Net output against gas inlet temperature 
. At 850 C inlet, 7.5 bar supply, an overall mechanical efficiency of 90% a 
clearance volume of 10cc and air inlet to the combustor of 90C the thermal 
efficiency is 24 % Fig 4.38. It is noted that this evaluation used a polytropic index 
of 1.22 which will be an underestimate for hot gas operation. 
If thermal efficiency is however assessed on the basis of the amount of fuel burnt 
and its calorific value (assumed to be 40,000 kJ/kg) and using the exhaust gas to 
preheat the air to the combustor (regeneration) then the results are shown at Fig 
4.37. 
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Fig 4.37 Specific Fuel Consumption Vs Expander Inlet Temperature 
The Y axis (SFC - specific fuel consumption) has units of g/kW. hr as this is a unit 
by which comparisons can be made to internal combustion engines. Fig 4.37 
shows falling values of SFC as the expander inlet temperature increases (less 
compressor work) and the amount of regeneration is increased. A comparison is 
made with a naturally aspirated diesel engine (Perkins 1,8 L, 4 cyl at the 
University of Plymouth) which has a SFC of 250 g/kW. hr. Only with gas inlet 
temperatures of 850 C and regeneration to 350C does the RJC engine have a 
similar SFC to the diesel engine. The falling characteristics are typical of a Joule 
cycle engine (gas turbine) in that as load reduces the SFC rises rapidly 
Thermal efficiencies based on the net work output to the energy in the fuel 
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are shown at Fig 4.38. A maximum of 36% thermal efficiency is achieved at a gas 
inlet temperature of 850C and regeneration of 350C. This efficiency is the same as 
the naturally aspirated diesel engine. 
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Fig 4.38 Thermal Efficiency Vs Expander inlet temperature Showing Combustor 
Inlet Temperatures from Regeneration 
4.11 Compressor Sizing and Exhaust Valve Control 
Further investigations were undertaken to identify the matching of the expander 
and compressor and what design of compressor control would achieve matching. 
Ref. 7 used the parameter `swept volume ratio' (expander swept vol / compressor 
swept volume) and concluded that an optimum was 2.5: 1. This work however used 
an value for expansion of 1.3. for gas inlet temperatures of 850 C. Fig 4.39 
shows the influence of the polytropic value n, for expansion, on the swept volume 
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ratio for a range of gas inlet temperatures with the together with the isentropic 
values 
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Fig 4.39 Polytropic Index vs. Swept Volume Ratio 
The sizing of the compressor (swept volume) thus has to vary as the gas inlet 
temperature changes in order to balance the mass flow. Compressor design 
options were further investigated using the following assumptions: 
1. Opposed piston RJC engine. One cylinder as the expander and one 
cylinder as the compressor. Same stroke for expander and compressor. 
2. Expander swept volume 325 ccs stroke 82 mm bore 61.5 mm 
3. Swept volume of compressor 162.5 ccs 
4. Polytropic value for compression n=1.21 
5. Gas inlet temperature 850C 
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Option 1. 
Compressor inlet and discharge valves of the reed type. Bore has to be reduced 
to 58 mm from 82 mm. Mass to be added to compressor piston to reduce out of 
balance forces. This results in fixed valve timing and matching can only occur at 
one temperature. 
Option 2. 
Maintain same bore and stroke but with a variable timed compressor inlet poppet 
valve and a discharge read valve. Less out of balance forces but swept area is 
greater hence friction will be higher. Has the potential to provide matching over a 
range of temperatures 
Option 3. 
Similar to option 2 but with a poppet discharge valve. More complicated solution 
than option 2. 
Option 2 has the potential to provide the best solution 
4.11.1 Variable Valve Timing for Compressor Inlet Valve 
The effect of varying the valve timing to provide matching for varying inlet gas 
temperatures was investigated. For lower temperatures of the supply gas the 
compressor has to deliver more mass and thus more work is required. 
Varying the inlet valve timing can achieve mass balance for a range of 
temperatures. The closing point of the inlet valve determines the volume of air, 
and thus mass, to be compressed. 
Inlet valve timing will have to be controlled by temperature. As more fuel is burnt 
the inlet gas temperature will rise but to maintain a constant speed the inlet valve 
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timing will have to be advanced. i. e. it will close at a smaller angle before TDC. 
The compressor will now require less work and thus more net power can be 
obtained. 
By calculation for 850 C conditions the inlet valve has to close at 103 degrees 
BTDC. By comparison for 700 C the inlet valve has to close at 113 degrees BTDC 
and for 600 C the inlet valve has to close at 122 degrees BTDC. Hence the inlet 
valve timing range will need to be 21 degrees for a temp range of 250 degrees. 
Varying the inlet valve timing will have an effect on the compressor suction 
conditions. If the inlet valve closes at 122 degrees before TDC then suction will 
start earlier and the compressor clearance volume expansion may not have 
reached atmospheric pressure and some of this work will be lost. As the total 
suction loss in the portable compressor was calculated as 9.3 % of the cycle work 
then a 21 degree difference i. e. opening 21 degrees later would only result in a 
few percent loss of the cycle work. Inlet valve timing should therefore be set for 
maximum temperature conditions with any losses taken at lower temperatures. 
4.11.2 Types of Variable Valve Timing Mechanisms 
Most of the major automotive engine manufacturers now employ some form of 
variable valve timing although the degree of variability is less than the 20 plus 
degrees needed for the RJC engine. A simple design suitable for the RJC engines 
and giving the 20 plus degrees required is shown at Fig 4.40 
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Fig 4.40 Variable Valve Timing Arrangement 
4.12 Conclusions from Engine Testing and Extrapolation of Data 
4.12.1 Limits of Operation: Pressure and temperature. 
In the evaluation of performance the maximum system pressure used was 7.5 bar 
g. This represents a balance between what is realistically achievable from a single 
stage reciprocating pressure with a polytropic n value of 1.21. Lower pressures 
result in lower work available from the expander and relatively higher values of 
friction whilst higher pressures result in higher compressor work from the higher 
compression and higher discharge temperatures. 
A temperature limit of 850 deg C for the inlet gas was assumed. Although such 
temperatures can be generated in the combustion chamber (1000 C was actually 
achieved) there would be concerns on the metallurgical limit of pistons and the 
cylinder lubrication at such temperatures. Piston design could limit the severity of 
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the conditions and this is discussed in Part 6 on the design of a new engine. 
4.12.2 Effect of Friction and Clearance Volumes 
Mechanical efficiencies of at least 90% are required to achieve sensible values of 
net power. Some solutions to achieve this 90% including reduced piston ring 
friction and reduced crankcase bearing friction have been outlined. Again 
piston/ring design would play a major part in achieving this higher mechanical 
efficiency together with the use of a hypocycloidal drive Ref. 24 to reduce 
crankcase bearing friction and piston side forces. 
The influence of clearance volumes although recognised was not fully appreciated 
in the earlier design of the cylinder head. Clearance volumes of less than 3% are 
required to limit the recompression work and thus maximise the indicated power. 
As a simple estimate every cc reduction from 30ccs to 10 ccs increases the output 
by 14 watts. Again piston design will heavily influence the clearance volume. 
4.12.3 True Polytropic Values. 
Polytropic values determined from the PV diagrams are on cold air were 1.22 for 
the expander and 1.21 for a reciprocating compressor.. Earlier hot gas models 
assumed an value for both expansion and compression of 1.3. The lower the n 
value for expansion the higher the expansion work but with the consequence that 
full expansion is not attained resulting in lost work in the exhaust. The extra work 
however is more than offset by the compressor work required for a given mass 
flow rate resulting in a decrease in net work. Further work to determine more 
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exact values of the polytropic index for expansion is required and this is 
undertaken in Part 3 where detailed engine modelling is undertaken 
4.12.4 Apparent Valve Opening / Closing 
Poppet valves act as variable orifices and restrict flow at positions close to 
opening and closing. This has to be taken into effect in the design of cams to 
ensure that increased/reduced opening/closing angles are used to compensate. 
4.12.5 Power and Size of Low BMEP Engines 
The RJC engine using inlet gas pressures of 7.5 bar g will always be a low BMEP 
engine. By comparison Ref. 25 the BMEP is only 65% of that of a comparable 
sized single cylinder diesel engine. One major outcome of this is that in terms of 
the volume envelope an RJC engine it will be significantly larger than a 
comparable four stroke diesel engine. 
4.12.6 Thermal efficiencies 
The highest thermal efficiency derived from the simple modelling of the BMW RJC 
engine was 36% and equal to a known naturally aspirated diesel engine. This 
efficiency was only achieved with a gas inlet temperature of 850C and a 
regeneration temperature of 350C. The SFC of the RJC engine was typical of 
other Joule cycle engines (gas turbines) in that at part load the SFC had a rapidly 
rising characteristic. Increasing the system pressure from 7.5 bar g to 8.5 bar 
increases the thermal efficiency by only -1 % as the extra net work output is offset 
by higher compressor work and higher heat input. Operating at higher pressures 
than 7.5 bar g is not seen as a practical option as it would result in higher leakage 
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losses around compressor and expander piston rings and may possibly negate the 
small potential improvement in thermal efficiency. 
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Design of a RJC engine 
5.1 Engine design 
The modelling undertaken in Part 3 identified the frictional and thermal losses. It 
also identified limitations imposed by valve pressure losses on the minimum valve 
area and the maximum RPM. From the results of modelling (Part 3) and testing 
(Part 4) a number of characteristics were established that set limits on the engine 
design parameters. 
The major parameters in the design of an RJC engine are 
1. Cylinder dimensions 
2. Piston design 
3. Valve and cam design 
4. Crankcase design. 
5. Combustor 
and are described in the following sections. 
5.1.1 Cylinder dimensions 
The large valve area on both inlet and exhaust, needed to minimise pressure 
losses requires an engine with a bore to stoke ratio of greater than unity, ideally a 
maximum ratio of 1.2: 1. As a first iteration in an engine design the modelling 
determined that the maximum valve area, through which the gasses pass and for 
all valves, should be in the order of 45% of the cylinder cross sectional area. In 
order to accommodate this area for a poppet valve configuration four valves per 
cylinder would be required. 
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5.1.2 Piston Design 
The use of conventional automotive pistons requires that some modifications need 
to be undertaken for use in an RJC engine. The major modification is that the 
pistons need a flat crown so any piston used that has a profiled crown has to be 
machined to accept a separate crown. Such an arrangement allows flexibility 
in the determination of the piston height as the separate crown can be 
manufactured to result in the required height of the composite piston. 
Friction between the cylinder liners and the piston rings is responsible for up to 
80% of all friction losses in a conventional reciprocating piston engine. The value 
of the friction force is not constant and is a function of the pressure in the space 
above the piston and piston speed. 
It is possible to run on a single gas ring and an oil control ring - removing the 
second ring. Ref 13 details the effect of such a configuration on a diesel engine 
and the friction between rings and liners and found that higher peak frictions were 
experienced with a single gas ring but that the overall friction in a cycle was 
reduced. Because the RJC engine operates at lower peak and mean pressures 
than a conventional engine a piston with a single gas ring and an oil control could 
be employed. 
The piston would need to have a flat crown and operate against a flat piston head. 
This is required to achieve a small clearance volume ideally less than 3% of swept 
volume. The investigations into ring pack friction identified that a single gas tight 
compression ring and a single oil scraper ring would result in a lower friction than a 
conventional two compression ring and one scraper ring design. Because of the 
lower cylinder pressures in an RJC engine, compared to a conventional IC engine, 
the single gas tight compression ring will not be subject to high differential 
pressures. 
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Some consideration was given to the use of an 'anti polish ring' arrangement 
to provide added protection to the cylinder surfaces from hot gas during the 
admission and early expansion stages. Anti-polish rings are commonly employed 
in large diesel engines and have the additional advantage of reducing oil 
consumption and protecting the upper surfaces of the cylinder from exposure to 
hot combustion gases. The position of the single gas tight ring would need to be a 
distance away from the flat piston crown such that the lubricated surface of the 
cylinder wall only becomes exposed once the piston crown is below the bottom of 
the anti polish ring and the expansion of the gas has started. There is however a 
conflict between designs that incorporate an anti polish ring, which necessitate a 
longer stroke engine, and an engine with a bore greater than the stroke - over 
square. The ideal situation would be to incorporate a form of anti polish ring with 
an over square engine and this should be investigated in any detail design work 
With gas inlet temperatures up to 850C piston cooling will need to be enhanced. In 
small automotive engines splash lubrication is used for cooling the underside of 
the piston crown but this may be inadequate for the RJC engine. Higher oil flow to 
this area will be required possibly by jetting oil to the piston underside. Such jetting 
is employed diesel engines with power outputs >250 kW 
Piston materials will need to be chosen for their durability under high temperature 
conditions, have good thermal conductivity for cooling and resist thermal distortion. 
Additionally the findings from Ref 14 regarding cylinder honing, and piston skirt 
profile will need to be taken into account. 
Piston design, to minimise friction and durability, is an important aspect in the 
performance of an RJC engine. This aspect will require further development and 
testing. 
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5.1.3 Valve and Cam Design (Expander) 
During the design of the BMW based engine consideration was given to rotary 
valves as well a poppet type valves. The potential problem associated with a 
rotary valve arrangement was hot gas sealing. Although preliminary designs were 
drawn up it was considered that the timescale to test and develop a rotary valve 
would compromise the programme. Therefore the simpler route of using poppet 
valves exploited known technology was employed. Durability of the inlet valve and 
inlet valve seat, continuously exposed to high gas temperatures, could not be 
evaluated but is likely to require the use high temperature materials. The selection 
of materials will require further investigation and durability testing. It is proposed 
that both the rotary and poppet valve arrangement be further investigated, both 
having their merits and demerits. 
For a rotary valve arrangement timing is controlled by the valve portages and as 
such cams are not required. Rotary valves have been developed for automotive 
engines but their use is currently restricted to demonstration engines and in this 
application no information on durability or detailed performance is available. 
For poppet valves the designs used on the BMW based engine demonstrated that 
the concept was basically sound. Valve timing and the duration of valve opening, 
is dictated by cam angles and cam design went through several iterations to 
achieve the maximum performance from the expander. The throttling effect of 
poppet valves at opening and closing introduced the concept of `apparent valve 
opening' and as such cam angles, valve lift profiles and valve timing have to be 
carefully designed to compensate. 
Modelling demonstrated that at an envisaged speed for a RJC engine of 1500 
RPM the required poppet valve area, to minimise pressure losses and thus reduce 
lost work, needed to be -45% of the cylinder bore area. Valves of larger size, 
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although ideal, could not be physically accommodated within the cylinder head 
area. 'High lift' valves and a small degree of advanced valve timing on the inlet 
(modelled at 8 deg BTDC) reduced the pressure losses to a minimum and this 
strategy needs to be further explored. A similar approach is also needed for the 
exhaust valves. 
Rotary valves were also modelled noting that an advantage can be gained in valve 
area because the Cd value for a slot is -0.9 whilst for a poppet valve is -0.75. The 
equivalent to 'high lift' is achieved by having the slot width in the rotary valve 
smaller than the slot width in the cylinder but this comes with a possible constraint 
of a large rotary valve diameter. Modelling showed that for an engine of 120 mm 
bore and 100 mm stroke the rotary valve diameter was 50 mm and the slot 
dimensions were 13mm wide and 100mm long. The corresponding slot size in the 
cylinder head was 23 mm wide and 100 mm long. 
Reducing the slot length and maintaining the same flow area requires a larger 
rotary valve diameter. 
5.1.4 Crankcase Design 
Several designs for a crankcase using a hypocycloidal have been generated at the 
University of Plymouth including a working model. Such a design lends itself to a 
two piston horizontal configuration with one piston as the expander and one as a 
compressor with the potential for reduced vibration and the use of antifriction 
bearings Ref 24. It is proposed that for the next development stage of the RJC 
engine that such a crankcase be designed and tested. 
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5.1.5 Combustor Design 
From experimental testing stable high temperature combustion under pressure 
with a fluctuating gas flow has been demonstrated. The combustor design 
employed an outer air inlet tube and an inner combustion tube with air flows split 
between a primary air flow, that mixes with the combustion gas in a mixing tube 
and a secondary air flow that enters the inner combustion tube, via a series of 
holes, from the outer tube. Whilst recognising that such a combustor demonstrated 
the concept improvements are possible. 
Such improvements would need investigation into the minimum volume (size) of 
the combustor to maintain stable combustion, the balance and control of primary 
and secondary air flows and the possibility of using a system employing primary, 
secondary and tertiary air flow as employed on gas turbines. The inner and outer 
Tubes of the combustor tested were of stainless steel. Whilst this may be 
satisfactory for the outer tube the inner tube will need to be manufactured from 
high temperature alloys. Burner nozzle design went through several iterations to 
improve the stability of combustion. A key aspect was the need to ensure that the 
gas velocity was lower than the flame velocity 
5.1.6 Rotary valves 
Some initial design work had already been carried out on rotary valves and the 
concept has been proven in automotive applications Ref. 23. Such valves are 
simple in concept and most importantly have a lower overall volume and height 
than a poppet valve arrangement. However because the RJC engine operates on 
the principle of supplying hot pressurised gas from an external source the design 
of the valves at Ref. 23. cannot be easily modified so this particular design was not 
explored further. The major problem of any rotary valve design is the sealing of 
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gases at up to 900 C where the leakage paths are from the pressurised gas to the 
cylinder - valve closed position- and any leakage from the pressurised gas to 
atmosphere. In addition the rotary valve has to be supported by bearings and such 
bearings have to be isolated from the hot gases and/or high temperatures. The 
principle of the rotary valves is that they consist of a rotating barrel in a sleeve with 
ports in the barrel and sleeve such that when the ports line up gas can pass 
through. The smaller the clearance between barrel and sleeve then the less gas 
leakage that can occur both from port to port and axially along the barrel. A 
method to achieve small clearances is to have both the barrel and sleeve in the 
form of a taper whereby clearance is controlled by axial movement of the sleeve in 
the barrel. An outline design of such a cylinder head which incorporates a single 
tapered barrel for both inlet and exhaust, anti friction bearings and mechanical 
seals is shown diagrammatically at Fig 5.1 
Cooling Oil Sul 
Anti-Friction Be, 
Mechanical Sea 
Fig. 5.1 Diagrammatic Representation of Taper Rotary Valve 
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5.1.7 Hypocycloidal Drive 
One issue that had been addressed in some detail prior to the start of this project 
was the use of a hypocycloidal drive, to connect pistons to an output shaft. Ref. 24. 
Such a drive uses anti friction bearings and can provide vibration free operation. A 
horizontally opposed piston engine utilising a hypocycloidal drive arrangement of 
one piston as the expander and one as the compressor was drawn in outline. To 
even meet the power requirements of 3 kW an expander piston of over 100 mm 
dia was required which in turn for an engine having a stroke of 100 mm ('square) 
necessitated a large hypocycloidal drive. 
If both pistons were used as expanders then it was possible to reduce the size of 
the engine to fit within the required footprint. Further development of this idea for 
an engine of 3 kW output resulted in a design overall length of less than 500 mm. 
The design of twin opposed expanders meant that a separate compressor was 
required to be driven from the engine output shaft. This had several advantages in 
that the compressor could be mounted such that it was within the footprint and the 
drive ratio could be selected to give the optimum swept volume ratio. 
The concept of this design is outlined of at Fig 5.2 
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Fig. 5.2 Outline of Design of a Hypocycloidal Drive for an Opposed 
Piston RJC Engine 
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Part 6 
Summary and Conclusions 
6.1 Micro CHP Opportunities 
The trials conducted in the UK on Micro CHP for single dwellings came to an 
uncertain conclusion. All micro systems evaluated were based on Stirling engines 
which have poor power to heat ratios because the thermal efficiency of the Stirling 
engine is at best no more than 20%. Improving the power to heat ratio is the key 
requirement and this can only be achieved by the use of more thermally efficient 
prime movers/devices to produce electricity. Stirling engine based micro CHP 
systems do however have one advantage in that they can be a direct physical 
replacement for a domestic boiler and installed inside a dwelling. If this condition 
is removed and the micro CHP system is installed external to a dwelling then other 
types of prime movers/devices can be employed. In Japan two systems, one 
based on small gas engines and the other on fuel cells, are on large scale trial 
these being based external to the dwelling and includes a large hot water storage 
tank. Such external arrangements are a distinct way forward for an increase in 
Micro CHP in the UK. 
T 
6.2 The RJC Engine for Micro CHP Systems 
The research proposed and investigated the use of the RJC engine for micro CHP 
applications. Detailed modelling and test engine evaluation determined that an 
RJC could be made to work and with a potential thermal efficiency of 33%, which 
is equal or better than a small internal combustion gas engine, and with a best 
power to heat ratio of 1: 2. Additionally the work also identified the limitations and 
constraints of the RJC engine that were taken forward into proposals for the 
design, and operation of, such an engine. 
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6.3 Engine Design and Operation of Future Engines. 
6.3.1 Temperatures and pressures. 
A maximum system temperature of the hot gas at entry to the expander was set at 
850C. This is somewhat arbitrary but is considered a safe upper limit for both 
metallurgical reasons and to safeguard lubrication between the expander piston 
and cylinder interface. Higher gas inlet temperatures will improve thermal 
efficiency and power output for a given engine but at a higher risk to longevity. 
A maximum system pressure of 7.5 bar g was set as this represented an optimum 
for a single stage reciprocating compressor. Higher system pressures will result in 
higher expander power outputs but the increase in compressor work required and 
the increase in compressor discharge temperature result in only small 
improvement in thermal efficiency. 
6.3.2 Efficiencies 
The mechanical efficiency of the RJC engine has a direct relationship with thermal 
efficiency so the requirement is to have as high a mechanical efficient engine as 
possible. An overall engine mechanical efficiency of 90% was proven to be 
achievable. Applying this mechanical efficiency then at gas inlet conditions of 
850C and 7.5 bar g an engine thermal efficiency of 24% was realised. This was 
improved to 33% with regeneration of the combustor inlet air to 350C by heat 
transfer from the exhaust gas. Incorporating a 33% thermal efficient RJC engine to 
a micro CHP system resulted in a system efficiency of 79% and a power to heat 
ratio of 1: 2. 
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6.3.3 Compressor Requirements 
Matching compressor output to expander requirements at any condition of gas 
inlet temperature, and system pressure requires control of the mass delivered. A 
reciprocating compressor was found to be more suitable than a scroll compressor 
primarily due to the lower discharge temperature for the same mass flow and thus 
less work required. Control of the mass flow in a reciprocating compressor can be 
achieved by use of a variable suction valve. 
6.3.4 Power Output. Speed. Cylinder Dimensions. 
The RJC engine is a low BMEP engine when compared to an internal combustion 
engine. Investigations determined that a RJC engine would produce 3 Watts per 
cc (at a thermal efficiency of 33%) whilst published performance data for a small 
single cylinder naturally aspirated diesel engine was 6.8 Watts/cc. Thus for 
nominal output of 3 kW from a RJC engine an expander displacement of 900 ccs 
is required. 
Pressure losses across the expander inlet valve(s) increased significantly for 
higher engine speeds resulting in only small increases in power output but at lower 
thermal efficiencies To overcome the pressure losses larger inlet valve area are 
required but this is limited by the size and number of poppet type valves that can 
be accommodated within the cylinder head for an engine with a given bore size. 
The work identified that an engine speed of 1500 RPM was achievable but that to 
maintain the output of 3 Watts/cc the expander cylinder required a bore to stroke 
ratio of 1.2: 1. The use of rotary valves was investigated and highlighted that 
smaller valve area, when compared to poppet valves, resulted in similar pressure 
losses. This implied that either different cylinder bore to stroke areas could be 
used or more importantly the engine could be operated at higher speeds. 
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6.3.5 Foot Print 
With an output at 3 Watts/cc, being less than half of that of an internal combustion 
engine, the physical size of an RJC engine will be larger for the same power 
output. When the compressor and combustion system are included the overall 
footprint of a RJC micro CHP system will make it significantly larger. This is likely 
to detract from the applicability of a RJC engine based micro CHP system. 
6.3.6 Further Development 
Part 5 identified detail design requirements needed for a future engine. Of 
particular importance is the reduction of friction and the use of a hypocycloidal 
drive needs to be investigated. Additionally the use of rotary valves is an attractive 
proposition in that it overcomes the complication of poppet valve actuation and 
some of the associated pressure losses. A rotary valve working at the required 
temperatures and pressures, and with minimum leakages, will require extensive 
development work but if successful will enhance the RJC engine. 
With external combustion the use of alternative fuels is a possibility however this 
has yet to be fully explored and in particular will influence the design of combustor. 
6.3.7 Overall Applicability and Viability 
Whilst the concept of a RJC engine micro CHP system has been proved and that it 
can be as thermally efficient as an IC engine system its larger foot print will detract 
from it being a direct replacement for a domestic boiler within a single dwelling. 
Positioning the micro CHP system external to a building offers a solution. Further 
development work to produce and test a working prototype RJC engine with high 
mechanical and thermal efficiencies, incorporating all the design details identified 
in this work, is needed to determine the long term viability. 
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SUMMARY 
The Reciprocating Joule Cycle (RJC) engine 
employs the Joule (or Brayton) cycle with its 
performance determined by the characteristics of a 
positive displacement compressor and expander as 
opposed to rotodynamic. Development of an engine 
by thermodynamic modelling and the building and 
testing of a basic technology demonstration engine 
has been an ongoing activity at the University of 
Plymouth for the last five years. 
Knowledge gained from this development is being 
used in the design of a prototype engine suitable as 
the prime mover in a domestic dwelling level Micro 
CHP plant. The design will aim to minimise 
mechanical losses primarily by their use of anti- 
friction bearings in a hypocycloidal gearbox that will 
connect the expander and compressor. Other 
aspects of the proposed design are detailed in the 
paper. 
The thermodynamic modelling shows that an 
engine with thermal efficiencies higher than both the 
Otto and Diesel cycles are practically possible. The 
RJC engine has certain drawbacks that have 
precluded its development as an automotive prime 
mover, however it is suitable as a prime mover in 
Micro Combined Heat and Power (Micro CHP) 
applications. 
Although such an engine requires no new 
fundamental technologies successful performance 
depends upon the design of components unique to 
the engine. Component development was 
undertaken by using a basic technology 
demonstration' engine adapted from a conventional 
four cylinder automotive diesel engine. The critical 
components developed were the external 
combustion chamber and the inlet/exhaust valve 
timing and lift mechanism. 
Operation of the technology demonstration engine 
confirmed the predictions from the thermodynamic 
model notably that high mechanical losses in the 
form of friction had a major detremental effect on its 
overall thermal efficiency. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The RJC engine has been identified as a very 
suitable prime mover for Micro-CHP systems. It has 
the potential to deliver high thermal efficiencies, 
with the energy delivered split approximately equally 
into electrical and thermal energy. Additionally, a 
wide range of fuels can be burnt efficiently with low 
exhaust emissions. 
Development of the engine has included 
thermodynamic modelling and the design and 
construction of a basic technology demonstration 
engine for component evaluation. 
The major potential problem associated with the 
RJC engine and highlighted through experience 
with the technology demonstration engine, is friction 
the reduction of which will be addressed in the 
building and testing a prototype engine. 
© CIMAC Congress 2004, Kyoto 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes the work undertaken on the 
development of the Reciprocating Joule Cycle 
Engine (RJC Engine) at the University of Plymouth 
(UK). In particular it identifies a specific application 
to which the engine is ideally suited notably Micro 
Combined Heat and Power (Micro CHP), and 
describes the work done to validate the theoretical 
modeling using a basic demonstration technology 
engine. The paper also the outlines the work being 
undertaken on the design of a full prototype engine 
THE RJC ENGINE 
This type of engine employs the Joule (or Brayton) 
thermodynamic cycle: the same as a gas turbine. 
Its performance is determined by the characteristics 
of a positive displacement compressor and 
expander as opposed to rotodynamic. A positive 
displacement compressor is connected 
mechanically to a reciprocating expander, with 
energy added to the compressor air delivery in an 
external continuous combustion process, the whole 
to produce net power. Fig I illustrates the basic 
components of an RJC engine where both the 
expander and the compressor are of the 
conventional reciprocating piston type. 
THERMODYNAMIC MODELLING 
Research into the RJC engine has been an ongoing 
activity at the University of Plymouth (UOP) for the 
last 5 years and to the best of current knowledge 
UOP is a leading authority with an uninterrupted 
programme of work in this field. This has resulted in 
the formulation of a basic thermodynamic model, 
and the construction pnd testing of a basic 
technology demonstration engine. 
Using air standard formulae a first order 
assessment has been made of performance. The 
degree of refinement allows for changes in gas 
properties, owing to combustion, leakages, 
pressure losses throughout the system, clearance 
volumes, and mechanical losses. The model does 
not allow for heat losses and the processes of 
compression and expansion are both assumed 
adiabatic. The manner in which the pressure drops 
and clearance volumes are incorporated into the 
model is illustrated by the respective pressure / 
volume charts at Fig. 2. 
Figure 2. PV Diagrams for an RJC Engine 
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Figure I. Basic Schematic of an RJC Engine suction losses 
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Although the concept of the RJC engine has been 
well understood for some time its development into 
a small practical prime mover has not been 
undertaken even though there are no new 
fundamental technologies involved. The basic 
reason is that, like gas turbines, the torque 
response rate of the Joule cycle is inferior to that of 
internal combustion engine cycles and is therefore 
unsuitable for conventional automotive applications. 
discharge losses 
Further details of the thermodynamic modelling are 
at Ref 1. 
The controlling design factors of the engine are 
listed in table 1 
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Table 1- Controlling Design Factors. 
Operating pressure ratio -- rp 
controlled by inlet valve timing 
Maximum temperature T max 
controlled by air fuel ratio. 
Compressor to expander VES / Vcs 
swept volume ratio 
Clearance volumes Vcc and VEC 
Mechanical efficiencies nm 
Pressure losses and Gas Ap 
leakages. 
See Fig 2 
The two most important physical factors that 
influence the overall thermal efficiency and net 
specific work output are the pressure ratio and 
swept volume ratio. Using the values from Ref 1 for 
losses, clearances, valve timings and setting a 
maximum temperature of 1300 Ka theoretical 
performance map is produced. This is shown at Fig. 
3 
Figure 3. Performance Mapping RJC Engine 
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This performance map shows that comparatively 
high thermal efficiencies are possible with operating 
pressure ratios above 5 and swept volume ratios of 
around 2.5: 1. This performance is based on the use 
of a recuperator that uses exhaust energy to pre- 
heat the combustion air. 
I he model also shows that losses in the system 
due to friction (mechanical efficiency), leakages and 
pressure losses have a significant impact on the 
thermal efficiency. The greatest impact on net work 
output comes from the mechanical losses primarily 
in the form of friction between the lubricated 
surfaces. This is shown at Fig 4 with the values 
determined via the thermodynamic model. The 
reason why friction has such a major impact is that 
with relatively lower pressures in the expanders, 
compared to internal combustion engines, high 
friction can represent a significant percentage of the 
expander work. 
Pressure drops and leakage losses have a lesser 
effect on the thermal efficiencies and are described 
in more detail at Ref 1. 
4. Mechanical Losses RJC Er 
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By iteration of the design factors in Table 1 optimum 
values can be identified that result in high thermal 
efficiencies. The outcome from thermodynamic 
modelling is that the RJC engine has the potential 
to be more thermally efficient than the Otto, Diesel 
or Stirling cycle engines. 
APPLICATION OF THE RJC ENGINE 
The RJC engine lends itself best to steady 
operation with its output specified by its speed and 
power. It is also best suited to small power outputs 
(<30 kW) where it is potentially more thermally 
efficient than other types of engine. The RJC engine 
employed in a micro-CHP system has the potential 
to convert energy at up to 90 % split equally 
between electrical power and usable heat, reducing 
reliance on less thermally efficient centrally 
generated electricity which in turn will reduce overall 
CO2 emissions. A conservative estimate of CO2 
emissions based on the electrical generation from a 
RJC micro-CHP system, utilising natural gas, is -- 
0.24 kgCO2/kWh, which is a major reduction when 
compared with the emission of 0.43 kgCO2/kWh 
from the electricity public supply network. 
Additionally, the external combustion process of the 
RJC engine has the potential to efficiently burn a 
wide range of gaseous and liquid fuels with low 
emissions of nitrous oxides and other exhaust 
contaminants. Whilst other micro-CHP systems 
based on Otto cycle engines or Stirling engines may 
be more commercially advanced they are not 
efficient in the production of electrical power and will 
thus in the longer term have a lower impact on 
reducing CO2 emissions. 
The RJC engine has applications as the prime 
mover in micro Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
plants with sizes at the single dwelling/domestic 
level. In such an application it has been estimated 
that 700,000 units would cut the UK's CO2 
emissions by 5% by reducing the reliance on 
centrally generated electrical power produced at 
lower overall thermal efficiency. Ref 2. 
TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION 
ENGINE 
Description and Development 
The technology demonstration engine has been 
used to solve the major problems unique to the RJC 
engine notably: the external pressurised 
combustion system, the expander valve design, and 
valve timing. For reasons of simplicity and cost an 
existing four cylinder diesel engine block was 
selected with two pistons used as expanders, one 
as a compressor with the other retained for 
balance. Initially the original pistons from the engine 
were used resulting in a swept volume ratio of 2: 1, 
but a later design modification reduced the 
compressor bore giving a swept volume ratio of 
2.5: 1. ' 
Cylinder heads for the expander and the 
compressor were designed and built utilising 
conventional technologies. The expander cylinder 
head uses poppet valves for exhaust directly driven 
by overhead cams., The inlet valves are also of the 
poppet type but open in an upwards direction so 
that when closed sealing is assisted by system 
pressure. A simple valve actuating system is 
employed to open and close the valves utilising a 
single cam shaft for both inlet and exhaust valves. 
Pressure ratios are determined by the degree of 
admission of the combustion gasses via the inlet 
cam profiles. Cam profiles giving openings from 70 
deg to 100 deg were evaluated. For initial 
development work this arrangement was been 
found to be adequate but is unlikely to be used in a 
prototype engine and the area of expander valves 
will be the subject of future detail design activities. 
The compressor cylinder head uses two reed valves 
for suction and three for delivery. 
The design of the combustion chamber to provide 
reliable ignition and stable combustion represented 
a major part of the engine development. Although 
broadly based on gas turbine combustor chamber 
design the much lower air flow rates in the RJC 
engine required several major differences and 
these differences were established primarily by a 
process of design and test. As gas was used as 
the fuel and with a weak air to fuel ratio it was 
established that the gas had to be thoroughly mixed 
with some of the air, to stoichometric conditions, 
before being injected into the combustion chamber. 
This air was termed primary air. The extra air, or 
secondary air, was then fed via an outer chamber 
into the combustion zone. Mixing of the primary air 
and gas was achieved in a simple mixing tube with 
a length to bore ratio established to be greater than 
10: 1. This mixture was then emitted into the 
combustion chamber via a nozzle plate 
incorporating a number of holes whose total area 
was slightly smaller than the mixing tube bore to 
ensure sufficient mixture exit velocity. An additional 
angled pilot hole was incorporated into the nozzle 
plate with the gas direction such that it passed very 
close to a spark provided by a standard spark plug. 
Such an arrangement has provided reliable ignition 
and controllable and stable combustion. Previous 
design iterations that did not have such controlled 
mixing and ignition gave rise to explosive ignition 
and pulsating combustion. The whole combustion 
chamber and delivery pipe-work were insulated to 
reduce heat losses. 
Engine start is achieved using the existing starter 
motor and the use of an external supply of 
compressed air introduced upstream of the 
combustion chamber. The compressed air motors 
the engine prior to ignition and continue to be 
supplied until self-sustaining conditions are 
established. 
Expander inlet and exhaust temperatures, engine 
speed and both combustor inlet and combustion 
zone pressures are monitored during operation. In 
addition, combustion conditions are observed via a 
sight tube. The components of the combustion 
chamber are shown in Fig 5 
Figure 5. Components of Combustion Chamber 
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From an early stage in the development of the 
technology demonstration engine it was recognised 
that it was a 'high friction' engine and this would 
have a significant effect on performance. In fact, the 
friction was such that only self-sustaining conditions 
at engine speeds up to 1000 RPM were expected. 
However, this did not compromise the aims of 
developing and testing components that could be 
taken forward into the design of a full prototype 
engine. Major aspects of the technology 
demonstration engine's performance are described 
under the following headings. 
Compressor performance. 
The volumetric efficiency was determined and gave 
results averaging out at 75%. Further detail design 
on ring sealing and reduced clearance volumes 
could improve on this value. A higher volumetric 
efficiency higher will require more work from the 
expander but give increased airflow allowing more 
fuel to be burnt. The result is that the increase in 
work from the expander is greater than the work 
required to drive a more efficient compressor. For 
the demonstration engine a volumetric efficiency of 
- 75% was deemed acceptable. 
Combustion conditions 
Reliable ignition conditions were achieved with fuel 
gas pressures down to one bar above system 
pressure. Once ignition occurred then combustion 
could be controlled from a very lean to a rich 
condition. The condition of combustion was 
assessed visually via the combustion chamber sight 
glass and by observation of the exhaust gas. 
Combustion temperatures 
Under stable combustion conditions temperatures 
up to 1150 K were achieved. The maximum 
temperatures were achieved when, by observation 
via the sight glass, the walls of the inner combustion 
tube were clearly visible and the exhaust was clear. 
There was some concern that the expander liners 
and piston crowns (aluminium) would suffer undue 
wear/damage under these conditions but 
subsequent inspections found them to be in a good 
and very acceptable condition. Exhaust 
temperatures were measured up to 700 K. 
Valve timing 
The opening angle of the inlet valves determines 
the engine operating pressure. The exhaust valve 
cams were profiled to give a6 mm lift over 170 
degrees of crank angle to achieve close to a tull 
stroke exhaust. Inlet valve cams giving openings of 
70,80 and 100 degrees of crank angle were 
evaluated. The longer the opening the lower the 
engine operating pressure. An opening of 70 deg 
was shown by the thermodynamic model to be the 
optimum for maximum power production. The 
optimum valve timing was determined using a 
pressure transducer, motoring the engine on 
compressed air and adjusting the timing to give a 
balance between recompression and lost work as 
indicated by the transducer output. The valve timing 
was found to be critical and even 3 degrees of 
retard resulted in lost work. Table 2 shows the 
achieved pressure ratios for various inlet cam 
openings. 
Table 2 Pressure Ratios vs. Inlet Valve Opening 
Inlet cam opening Predicted Measured 
pressure pressure 
ratio rp ratio rp 
70 deg 1 3.52 14 
80 deg 1 3.00 1 3.4 
100 deg 1 2.34 1 2.8 
The difference between predicted and measured 
pressure ratios can' be explained by the fact that 
the predicted assumes a square shaped opening 
and closing profile with no pressure losses. 
Evaluation of Losses 
Losses are inherent in the design of the engine and 
the aim was to minimise these wherever possible. 
Losses due to gas leakage are evident at the valve 
guides and via the piston rings. The use of oil 
pressurised valve guide seals with both inlet valves 
shut reduced the overall system leakage loss to 7% 
of compressor delivery volume. With the inlet valves 
open with leakage past the expander rings this 
increased to 12% of compressor delivery volume. 
The basic design of the technology demonstration 
engine did not allow for these losses to be reduced 
by any significant amount. 
Pressure losses are again inherent in the design. 
These were minimised by pipe lengths being kept to 
a minimum, but pressure losses will also occur in 
the combustion chamber and at the inlet and 
exhaust valves. An overall assessment of the 
pressure losses was estimated as 10% of 
compressor discharge pressure. 
Heat losses were minimised on the combustor and 
combustor delivery pipe work by insulation. These 
losses were not taken into account in the 
thermodynamic model and were essentially 
compensated for by additional fuel consumption. 
Friction losses were identified as having the largest 
negative effect on net power output. Frictional 
power increases both with engine speed and 
engine pressure ratio, primarily due to friction at 
the expander and compressor ring / liner interface. 
A determination of this loss was assessed to be -3 
kW at 1000 rpm, and taking into account the 
method employed to measure friction power,. it 
corresponded well with empirical and other 
published test data for engines of a similar size Ref 
3. These large proportional losses are inherent in 
the design of the demonstration engine and very 
little can be done to reduce them without major 
design changes. 
The combination of these measured and estimated 
losses when applied in the thermodynamic model 
indicated that a self-sustaining condition could be 
achieved. In actual, operation self-sustaining 
conditions with clean combustion were achieved at 
the conditions in table 3 
Table 3 Self-Sustaining Performance 
The cumulative experience gained from 
development of this technology demonstration 
engine is being fed forward into a first iteration of a 
prototype design. 
Swept Swept 
volume volume 
ratio 2: 1 ratio 2.5: 1 
Engine RPM. N 750 750 
Pressure ratio rp 2.8 3.4 
T max (exp inlet) 1120 1050 
deg K 
PROTOTYPE DESIGN RJC ENGINE FOR 
MICRO CHP 
The basic design parameters set for the prototype 
engines are: 
o Nominal output of 5 kWe at >40% thermal 
efficiency 
Q Overall system thermal efficiency -90% 
o 3000 rpm constant output with minimal 
noise and vibration 
Q Minimal size and weight - footprint the 
same as a domestic boiler. 
Q Reliable and durable. 
Additionally the design will have a pressure ratio of 
5: 1and a nominal swept volume ratio of 2.5: 1. 
The influence of frictional losses on net work output 
as demonstrated by the technology demonstration 
engine drives much of the detail design to minimise 
these losses. Some of the major aspects of the 
proposed design are outlined below: 
Expander Pistons 
Smilar sized pistons to those used in the technology 
demonstration engine will be employed but modified 
with a higher crown land and an anti-polish ring. 
This will give the greater protection to the lubricated 
surfaces of the liner. Friction from the ring/liner 
interfaces will always be present and cannot be 
eliminated. However, because of lower pressures 
consideration will be given to reducing friction by 
using only a single gas tight ring together with an oil 
scraper ring. Ref 4. In addition the piston liners will 
require water cooling with the waste heat being 
recovered in the heating system. 
Gearbox 
The 'gearbox' comprises the mechanical linkage 
from the expander pistons to the power output shaft 
and the power take-offs needed to drive cam shafts 
and pumps. 
Connecting the pistons to the power take-off to 
minimise friction and vibration will be achieved 
using a hypocycloidal drive employing anti-friction 
bearings. Such a drive is applicable to the RJC 
engines due to the lower pressures in the 
expanders giving overall lower loadings. 
Demonstration models have been completed for 
this aspect of the prototype engine. Such a gearbox 
lends itself to two diametrically opposed 
reciprocating expander pistons, and the 
employment of a hypocycloidal drive can 
theoretically eliminate out-of-balance vibration and 
minimise side thrust between piston and liner. 
Inlet and exhaust valves 
These will entail further detailed -design and 
development and two alternatives are under 
evaluation. The first is the use of conventional 
poppet valves using desmodronic valve activation 
and a conventional cam shaft. In this instance the 
inlet valve lifts upwards and back seating is assisted 
by system pressure. The second is the use of rotary 
valves which will require less work to activate and 
although more difficult to seal represents a more 
ideal solution for this type of engine with its 
relatively low internal pressures. Rig testing of a 
basic design is being undertaken. 
Combustion chamber 
The combustion chamber developed for the 
prototype engine will need further detail design but 
the concept developed and most of the components 
and materials used will remain the same. 
Positive displacement Compressor 
Although the technology demonstration engine 
employed a reciprocating compressor such a 
compressor will have reduced performance in terms 
of friction and volumetric efficiency at 3000 RPM. 
Consideration is being given to the use of a scroll 
compressor driven directly from the gearbox. Such 
compressors are now widely used for 'lower 
pressure' applications and exhibit low friction and 
low noise. In addition, the necessary swept volume 
ratio can be achieved by alteration of the drive 
ratios. 
Heat exchangers 
Heat exchangers will be incorporated for waste heat 
recovery from cooling water and exhaust gas. In 
addition, to obtain a high overall thermal efficiency 
an air-to-air recuperator will use some of the 
exhaust gas energy to preheat the combustion air. 
Control 
For electrical generation accurate speed control 
under varying load conditions is required. Primary 
control can be provided by variation in fuel supply, 
but the strategy for more precise control still needs 
to be determined. It could include variable timing of 
the inlet valves and/or variation in delivery volume 
from the positive displacement compressor. 
A major factor in realising a successful design of a 
prototype engine is the use of existing rather than 
completely new technologies. Detail design of the 
critical components such as the inlet valves, and 
friction reduction are the major design challenges. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The RJC engine has been identified as a very 
suitable prime mover for micro-CHP systems. It has 
the potential to deliver high thermal efficiencies, 
with the energy delivered split approximately equally 
into electrical and thermal energy. Additionally a 
wide range of fuels can be burnt efficiently with low 
exhaust emissions. 
Development of the engine has included 
thermodynamic modelling and the design and 
construction of a basic technology demonstration 
engine for component evaluation. 
The major potential problems associated with the 
RJC engine, highlighted through experience with 
the technology demonstration engine is friction the 
reduction of which will be addressed in the building 
and testing of a prototype engine. 
NOMENCLATURE 
See Ref 1 
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Annex 4 
3x 10 mm holes 
035mm-, \ 
30 
3D 
Cý 
,ý 
0110 mm 
6mm 
_22 mm 
Material mild steel 
ý 
Adaptor Ring 
-^' 
T 
6xM3x4mmdop 
T-1 
4s mm 
----- 070 mm 
3x10mmholes 
]_i 
I6 
counter sunk to take M3 socket head bdb 
0 
r 13.2 mm 
DeA and tap to . uit 
va" sprng mtalninq . crews 
/ Three Suction valve, slob 1 
59 mmx13.2mmx1.0mmdeep 
Fine finish In slots to ensure 
11.5 mm good seating of valves 
0 ting groove 
Do not scale 
"1*ý 3mm 4 12mm 2mm 
0 duo gvocw 
6 wrn 
ý'- 70 inn 
Dwg 4.1 Compressor Valve Plate and Adaptor Ring 
Exhaust 
,,.. 
I- I-i 
Dwg 4.2 Head and Cambox Assembly (SV) 
71 
---_L'-, 
9 mm 
12 mm 
20 mm 
1 7- 1 
I R75 mm 
--3'ý'mrrt I lýi 40 mm 
2 [5mm--- ý-- 
12 mm 
I 
136 mm- 
30 mm 
4 mm 
---4m 
1 
-9- 30 mm -t- 
MM mg 17 mm 
i 
, i, 
100 
Dwg 4.3 Exhaust Rocker Arm (SV) 
mm 
16mm 
m 
-95 m 
Y1mm 
t bin 
25 EM 
1 
Material: MS 
Do not Scale 
1 
e2 amm 
Iz > --f- 11,8' 
040 mm 
0341 
ýI Ie 
f-l- - i 
ýI I:. 
Dwg 4.4 Cylinder Head 
Right hand Head 
35 mm 
040 mm 
n 
G 111161 
I 
40 
Imm I 2.5 mm 8 mm 
t-1- 
14 2mm 1 
_T 
13.2 mm 1 
-. 
L- 12 mm 030 mr 
020 mm 
nm 
Dwg 4.5 Cylinder Head Details 
02o mm 
Valve ip 
1529,135., 
LC 38QJ-5 
e Guide Bush 
r L 
19mn 
1 
05.5 mm 
19 mm 
024 mm 
MS 
1'0timm 
Bucket Guide. MS 
19.9 mm 
030 mm 
r-- 024 mm 
I 
42.5 mm 
I 020 mm 
HHF2005mmJ 
Bucket. Cl 
11 mm 0.5 mm 
, sý,,, -r 
26 mm 
4 
9. S m 
H 
028.57 mm 
(t1/8) 
Dwg 4.6 Exhaust Valve Details 
9 i 
amm 
03o mm 
023 mm 
-9 mm 
20 mm 
T 
21 mm 
12 mm 
i 
2 mm -ý-. ft' 
t- 
mm 
Press fit 
Dwg 4.7 Valve Seats 
0241 
ha20 mm 
1S mm 
12mm 
11 mm 
R3 mm 
17.5. mm 
025 mm 
020 mm 
R12.5 mm 
12 mm 
4 mm --ý-ý+-- 
28mm-- 
030 mm 
020 mm 
015 mm - 
ý- 
50 mm i- 
Dwg 4.8 Cam Blanks 
Material C. I. 
RI 
0 mm 
035 mm 
25 mm 
020 mm 
20mm 
72. Smm 
921- 
w 
30 mm 
' 
BI 
ý25 
mm 
175mm 
i 
1 
4^ 3.5 mm 
26 mm 
tO mm 12.6 mm 11mm 
20 mm 
I- 
-ý'- 
60 
-12- 
25mm - 
4omm 2. Smm 
it 
2D5mm 
175mm 
]2 mm 
T 
1]Imm 1B Usmm 
-L- 
R 
62 
172mm 
7]mm 
12mm 40 mm 2. Smm 25mm 
mm 285 
175mmTý 
1 32 mm III 
__ -_ rP l1irn 
T H- T 
Dwg 4.9 Rocker Arms 
13 mn, 
L ead RH Head 
19: rwmoý 
90 Deg inlet 140 Deg Exhaust 
I) 
end ew from Pulley end 
Exhaust at back 
Dwg 4.10 Cam Set Up 
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